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ABSTRACT

As computational technology and new materials are entering the world 
of textiles, our view on the textile material is challenged; the areas of tex-
tile design and interaction design start to merge. Designing interactive 
textiles means communicating new expressional forms through textile 
material. This thesis aim to contribute to the exploration of designing 
interactive knitted textiles with focus on linking interactive properties, 
especially visual and tactile, to different ways of expressing them. Design 
examples and experiments presented are meant to show new possibilities 
for designing textile material able to change structure, colour and tem-
perature in different ways in response to environmental stimuli. As a way 
of presenting, and reflecting on, these interactive properties, a notion of 
expression diagrams is introduced.  

Keywords: smart textiles, interaction design, knitted circuits, visual and 
tactile interactive properties, expression diagrams
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INTRODUCTION
Computational technology and new materials are entering the world of 
textiles, challenging our view on the textile material. Designing interactive 
textiles means communicating new expressional forms through textiles 
and that the areas of textile design and interaction design start to merge. 
Both interaction and textile design are considered with the design of 
visual and tactile expressions. Textiles encourage touching and are often 
products, or part of products, surrounding our bodies as clothes, bed 
linen or cushions for furniture and the way a fabric is perceived by touch 
is just like its visual appearance a part of the expression. As a feature also 
in interaction design, the sense of touch is of great importance. Several 
examples show how the tactile sense is used as an asset; just for pressing a 
button (keyboards etc.), or as feedback (vibrations in mobile phones etc.) 
but also where your whole body is needed to interact (computer games 
etc.).

This thesis is an approach to explore the expressiveness of interactive textile 
materials, focusing on variable tactile and visual properties. Experiments 
and explorations made are presented in four papers representing different 
ways of approaching the subject. 

In paper 1 initial explorations of a non-chemical burn-out technique for 
visual and tactile textile patterns is described.  

Paper 2 describes an experiment where a tablecloth reacting to mobile-
phone signals by burned out patterns has been designed, using the design 
technique described in paper 1. 

Paper 3 presents an experiment exploring touch sensing textiles that react 
to heat by shrinking, breaking or hardening. 

Paper 4 explores expressional aspects of wearable technology through 
communication between costumes and a wall-hanging where performers 
“paint” the visual appearance of the wall-hanging through physical 
 movements.

Appendix i-v contains additional information such as wiring diagrams 
and specific knitting techniques used in the projects. 
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AIM
The overall aim of this thesis is to contribute to the exploration of 
 expressional possibilities in interactive knitted textiles with focus on 
 linking interactive properties, especially visual and tactile, to different 
ways of expressing them. This task is approached through a design 
 research program where experimental design examples and design tech-
niques are introduced and explored. The thesis describes initial work of 
the subject, and opens up for further explorations. Results are closely 
related to design examples made.
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BACKGROUND
A world of computers

The time we live in is sometimes referred to as the third machine age 
(Cf. [Grønbæk & Krogh 2001]). The increasing number of computer-
 controlled artefacts is in that way defining the times we live in. The first 
machine age, was defined by heavy industry and the building of cars 
and aeroplanes (Cf. [Dunne 1999, Grønbæk and Krogh 2001, Manzini 
1990]). In the second machine age domestic household products such 
as the refrigerator and the vacuum cleaner became common in the 
homes of the western world. In this third machine age, the computer 
has a huge impact on product and industrial design and the number of 
 electronically based products and systems has exploded. These products 
are not only in the shape of mobile phones, personal computers, GPS’s 
or mp3 players; electronic gadgets equipped with buttons and a display. 
Electronic components are embedded into everyday things such as cars, 
 sliding doors, coffee makers, musical instruments and even passports. 
Small technology enables invisible integration of computer technology 
into our everyday environment and there is hardly an area left where 
computational technology hasn’t yet been integrated or at least consid-
ered. This is true also for the area of textile and fashion design. Through 
the use of new fibres and technologies, electro active textiles, textiles with 
new interactive functionality are designed [Post et al. 2000]. 

Interaction design 

Developed from the area of human-computer interaction, interaction 
design deals with interface design and usability but is concerned with 
a broader scope of issues, topics and paradigms [Preece et al. 2002]. 
 Influenced by thoughts and practises from areas such as cognitive science, 
computer science, software engineering, ergonomics, graphics, industrial 
and product design, interaction design is highly interdisciplinary. Several 
definitions are found in literature. One definition of interaction design 
highly related to functional properties of computational technology ma-
terials is: “Designing interactive products to support people in their eve-
ryday and working lives” [Preece et al. 2002]. 
Hallnäs and Redströms definition highlights the temporal expressions of 
interactive material: “Interaction design is design, but of what? It is a shift 
of focus from what a thing does as we use it to what we do in the acts that 
define use, and from the visual presentation of spatial form to the act 
presentation of temporal behaviour” [Hallnäs and Redström 2006].
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When digital computers appeared in the middle of the last century they 
were seen as advanced calculators, saving time and manpower when 
handling complex calculations very quickly compared to human skills. 
Computers were “straightforwardly viewed as machinery for computing” 
[Terry Winograd 1997]. The view of the computer as a machine solving 
specific problems has certainly changed since the introduction of the per-
sonal computer. On this shift of focus, Winograd comments: “With the 
recent - and quite sudden - emergence of mass-appeal Internet-centered 
applications, it has become glaringly obvious that the computer is not 
a machine whose main purpose is to get a computing task done. The 
computer, with its attendant peripherals and networks, is a machine that 
provides new ways for people to communicate with other people” [Terry 
Winograd 1997]. A lot of things have happened since then and nowadays 
it is clear that the personal computer is just as much a medium for so-
cializing and spending time with friends, even in real-time, as a work-
ing tool. Information technology has certainly played a main role for the 
emergence of new ways of communicating and socializing. 

In 1988, Mark Weiser introduced the notion of ubiquitous computing 
(also referred to as pervasive computing) when working as a chief tech-
nologist at Xerox PARC [Weiser 1993]. In contrast to artificial intelligence 
(the notion of creating a reality inside a computer) ubiquitous computing 
focus on computer technology embedded in our environment as omni-
present (ubiquitous) material in the form of ordinary things. “We call our 
work “ubiquitous computing”. This is different from PDA’s, dynabooks, 
or information at your fingertips. It is invisible, everywhere computing 
that does not live on a personal device of any sort, but is in the woodwork 
everywhere”. [Weiser 1991]. Weiser also introduced the notion of calm 
technology together with Seely Brown. The idea is that ubiquitous com-
puting will require a new approach to fitting technology into our lives: 
“Information technology is more often the enemy of calm. Pagers, cell-
phones, newservices, the World-Wide-Web, email, TV, and radio bom-
bard us frenetically. Can we really look to technology itself for a solution? 
But some technology does lead to true calm and comfort. There is no 
less technology involved in a comfortable pair of shoes, in a fine writing 
pen, or in delivering the New York Times on a Sunday morning, than in 
a home PC. Why is one often enraging, the others frequently encalming? 
We believe the difference is in how they engage our attention. Calm tech-
nology engages both the center and the periphery of our attention, and in 
fact moves back and forth between the two”  [Weiser and Brown 1996].

Tangible user interfaces is another approach in rethinking computer 
interfaces. These interfaces were first introduced at MIT in 1997 where 
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researchers saw that computational technology started to shift location 
from the desktop into two major directions: the physical world and onto 
the skin/body as wearable computing [Ishii and Ullmer 1997]. With 
these interfaces the idea of recognizing physical interaction is explored, 
taking advantage of the fact that people are more experienced and skilled 
in using a number of senses; “GUIs fall short of embracing the richness 
of human senses and skills people have developed through a lifetime of 
 interaction with the physical world.” [Blackwell et al. 2007].

As computational technology appear far from the personal computer as we 
know it, and “buttons-and-screen interfaces” are replaced by alternative 
interfaces, designing computational technology means dealing with 
hardware just as much as software, with product design (or smart textiles 
design) just as much as programming. 

Interaction design aesthetics 

In the same way physical material is giving computational technology 
a physical shape, the computer program also is an essential part of 
the expression. The execution of a computer program is just like any 
 physical material, an expressive building material giving computational 
 technology shape and form (cf. [Hallnäs and Redström 2006, Landin 
2006]). Interaction design means the design of an interactive thing with 
the aspect of time in focus and just like a pop song, a stage play or a film, 
computational technology is embodied and experienced over a period 
of time. Computational technology is not objective material used to add 
functions. It is, just like any physical material, an expressive material with 
the difference that it mainly shows itself in use (cf. [Löwgren and Stolter-
man 2004, Hallnäs and Redström 2006, Landin 2006]). 

Exploring design approaches for developing aesthetic and critical pos-
sibilities of designing for the electrosphere, Anthony Dunne, head of 
interaction design department at the Royal Collage of Art [Royal Col-
lege of Art], draws examples not only from electronic products but also 
from fields like architecture and fine arts [Dunne 1999]. Presenting five 
 conceptual design proposals for “post-optimal electronic objects” meant 
to “ask questions rather than provide answers and should stimulate 
 discussion the way a film or novel might” [Dunne 1999], he questions 
conventional views on designing electronic products and the aesthetic 
role of such artefacts. One of them is “Tuneable cities”, where urban and 
natural environments are investigated and related to the electromagnetic 
surrounding. With already built-in electronics like radio, navigator etc., 
the car is used as an interface between hertzian and physical space. On a 
drive across Ireland, the proposal took form when noticing the changing 
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landscape passing by while the car radio persisted on re-tuning to a radio 
station selected in the beginning of the drive. If the car radio instead 
would tune in local radio stations, the car would not isolate the world 
outside but be able to match changes in dialects and culture, correspond-
ing to the changing landscape outside. 

Dunne believes in “the potential of industrial design as applied art, or 
 industrial art, to improve the quality of our relationship to the arti-
ficial environment, and in industrial design’s potential, at the heart of 
 consumer culture, to be subverted for more socially beneficial ends” and 
suggests that in order to achieve this “research is needed into an extend-
ed notion of design aesthetics that includes more poetic and metaphysic 
 relationships with the artificial environment of technological artefacts” 
[Dunne 1999].

Other examples of digital design not aiming towards traditional values 
such as functionality and usefulness are Gaver and Martins’ twenty 
 conceptual design proposals in [Gaver and Martin 2000]. Intended to 
open a conversation about “values seldom reflected in existing products” 
one of them is “Dawn Chorus”, an intelligent bird feeder teaching 
 neighbourhood birds your favourite songs. “It is pleasant to be awak-
ened by the sound of local songbirds, but how much more enjoyable it 
would be if they knew our favourite music. This could made possible 
by and artificially intelligent birdfeeder. Joining a microphone, speaker, 
pitch-tracker and software, it would use behaviourist principles to teach 
the birds new songs (…)”. Their conceptual design proposals are meant 
as “examples of research through design, balancing concreteness with 
 openness to spur the imagination, and using multiplicity to allow the 
emergence of a new design space” [Gaver and Martin 2000].

The two examples described are through their physical form and 
 temporal expression manifesting the expressional and subjective art of 
 computational technology. Also enabling an object its function, software 
(and hardware) are actual design material. With a change of the car radio 
software, Tuneable Cities shows how the car as an interface is able to 
provide a difference in linking the cultural and geographic surrounding, 
creating another experience through its behaviour and expression. 

Compared to non-interactive material, a given interactive form is, to a 
certain degree, transformed by its user over a period of time. What song 
the local birds are singing, waking you up in the morning, is affected by 
the owner of the “Dawn Chorus”. By recording a new favourite song as 
it changes, the owner is able to affect the neighbourhood singing birds’ 
whistle. 
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Whether computational things and systems are meant for communicating 
information, learning, pleasure, beauty, critical design or for professional 
use etc., the design process and methods differ from those concerned with 
industrial and product design. Being a time-material, the transformable 
art of these artefacts differs from non-interactive materials. In 1980 Jones 
writes in his foreword to the book Design Methods: “Design-by-drawing, 
the traditional design method, depends almost completely upon accurate 
modelling of dimensions in space. The time dimension, if we may call it 
that, is left to take care of itself.” [Jones 1992]. 

Since then, new design methods exploring the aesthetics of interaction 
have been proposed by for example Djajadiningrat et al. [2000], claim-
ing that “aesthetics and interaction are interwoven concepts, rather than 
separate entities. An aesthetics of interaction must consider richness 
in appearance, actions, and role.” Methods proposed are described to 
help designers understanding new design possibilities “moving beyond 
a narrow focus on usability (…)” [Djajadiningrat et al. 2000]. Landin 
has also proposed some methodological exercises meant for “describing 
and defining basic expressional properties of computational technology” 
[Landin 2006].

New Fibres and Interactive Textiles

Interactive textiles bring new challenges to textile design. With the ability 
to sense and/or react to external stimuli, interactive textiles points out 
new textile expressions and usage. Just like in interaction design, the area 
of interactive textiles is dealing with issues from many disciplines, not 
least the development of new fibres. During recent decades the textile 
area has advanced technically by research in for example micro- and 
 nanotechnologies. Smart material research and development are carried 
out at universities, institutes and companies. Advanced technical textiles 
enabled with new functions are being seen as lightweight reinforcement 
composite materials, biological tissues grown from biodegradable fibres, 
heat-generating textiles, textile sensors, shape memory alloys and poly-
mers, chemical and mechanical responsive fibres, chemical and drug re-
leasing textiles, wearable motherboards and light emissive textiles etc. 
[Tao 2001]. Optical fibres, heat-sensitive and colour-changing material 
like thermo- and photocromic ink and pigments, electroluminescent 
print, wire and film, electro-shielding, anti-static, anti-microbial, anti-
odour, thermoregulating and breathable properties are also seen in new 
textiles [Braddock Clarke and O’Mahony 2005]. By using nature as inspi-
ration, studies in biomimicry focus on the ways that nature is formed. In-
spired by the self-cleaning properties of the lotus flower, Schoeller textiles 
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launched NanoSphere, a coating capable of repelling water and oil [Sch-
oeller Textiles]. Looking at the hooks of burdock burrs, Velcro is another 
example of a textile material developed inspired by nature [Colchester 
2007]. Another area showing new textile behaviour is the light emitting 
textiles, where light sources are integrated in garments and textile prod-
ucts. Even though light emitting diodes and fibre optics has been seen in 
commercial products since the 1970s, they have just recently been inte-
grated in textile structures [Colchester 2007]. Luminex is one example of 
a company developing several light emitting applications where optical 
fibres are integrated into fabrics [Luminex]. Another example is Philips 
Lumalive Photonic textiles, where flexible arrays of multicoloured LED’s 
are integrated in garments and furniture to create animations [Philips 
lumalive]. 

Tao defines smart materials and structures as those “that sense and react 
to environmental conditions or stimuli, such as those from mechanical, 
thermal, chemical, electrical, magnetic or other sources” [Tao 2001]. Lan-
genhove et al. also comments on smart textiles as those that are “able to 
sense stimuli from the environment, to react to them and adapt to them 
by integration of functionalities in the textile structure. The stimulus as 
well as the response can have an electrical, thermal, chemical, magnetic or 
other origin” [Langenhove et al. 2005]. Smart textiles and materials have 
been divided according to their manner of reaction into passive smart, 
active smart and very smart materials, where passive smart materials can 
only sense the environmental conditions or stimuli, active smart materi-
als are those that will sense and react to the conditions or stimuli, and 
the very smart materials are those that are able to sense, react and adapt 
themselves accordingly (cf. [Tao 2001, Langenhove et al. 2005]). 

When it comes to the use of electricity in textiles, for example in the de-
sign of textile circuits, data transferring and to generate heat, conductive 
yarns are of great importance. Conductive fibres are made from carbon 
fibres, metals and polymers. An example of a company providing a range 
of metal fibres is the German company Bekaert [Bekaert]. 

Research going on in the area of interactive or smart textiles includes 
clothes for body monitoring, protective clothing and equipment for 
 military purposes etc. Interactive textile related products on the market 
are the running shoes connected to an mp3-player [Nike + iPod], carpets 
as interfaces for computer games and textile sensors etc. Textile sensors 
has in recent years become of significant value, both commercially and in 
research [IFM, Eleksen]. Some smart textiles are examples of interfaces 
we are used to see as hard materials; the textile keyboard from Eleksen 
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looks like and has the same functions as a conventional computer 
 keyboard [Eleksen] but is flexible. Elektex uses smart fabrics interfaces 
for controlling your mp3 player [Elektex]. The “smart shirt system” uses 
 integrated textile electrodes for measuring body signals such as heart 
rate, that functions in a similar way to the electrodes usually seen in a 
healthcare environment [Sensatex]. The sport garments from Adidas and 
Polar are also able to monitor heart rate values from built-in heart rate 
sensors and a wireless system [adidas polar]. 

As potential building materials for aeroplanes and bikes, repairing and 
protecting the human body, emit heat and light, sensing and reacting on 
external stimuli and being able to show information, there is no doubt 
that the functions of textile materials have been updated during the last 
decades. Still, there is a need to explore the area further. 
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RELATED 

Examples of interactive textiles showing new use, scenarios and expressions 
are often conceptual and novel in their appearance. By exemplifying what 
interactive textiles also might be, the following examples are pushing the 
limits by not mainly using the material for solving problem, but also to 
investigate aesthetic potentials of interactive material in different con-
texts such as architecture, interface design, musical instruments and gar-
ments etc.  

Aiming to bridge the gap between design and the natural sciences, Rachel 
Wingfield is one of two directors of the design and research studio Loop.
pH, creating new responsive textile structures inspired by biological 
systems. Using electroluminescent technology and light sensors, one 
 example is Digital Dawn, a light reactive window blind, mimicking 
the photosynthesis by the growth of a light pattern on a wall. Blumen 
 Wallpaper, another light pattern, is a transforming electronic wallpaper 
display constructed from addressable cells.  Through various sensors the 
pattern emerges as a respond to its environment [Loop.pH]. 

Crossing architecture, computer science and technical textiles, architect 
Mette Ramsgaard is rethinking the use of textiles with her dynamic 
 architecture. In the experiment Strange Metabolism, the design of complex 
composite skins are machine knitted into structures combining multi-
ple fibres and electronic circuits allowing heat and light. She has also 
investigated how other smart materials, such as shape memory alloys and 
shape memory polymers, can be integrated into knitted textile structures, 
 creating a material state shift due to environmental stimuli. Regarding 
her exploration in knitting technologies she comments: “In difference to 
weave structures that are dependent on the continuity of the weft, knitted 
fabrics can entwine, graft, splice as well as completely replace materials 
at any given moment. The possibility of adjusting a materials perform-
ance allows for the bespoke detailing of the fabric” [Ramsgaard Thomsen 
2007]. 

Super Celia skin is an interactive membrane exploring possibilities of a 
textural interface developed by the Tangible Media group at MIT Media 
Lab [Tangible Media Group]. By coupling tactile input with tactile and 
visual output, it allows gestures or pictures to be seen or felt. The group 
conducts research in interfaces utilizing gesture and touch for communi-
cation, education and digital information accessibility [Raffle 2006]. Their 
design studies aim to “present applications in which actuated textiles can 
use their material properties to improve interpersonal communication, 
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enhance creative expression, and assist education in young learners by 
engaging tactile/kinaesthetic intelligences” [Raffle et al. 2004]. Sprout 
I/0, also an example of a haptic interface for tactile and visual commu-
nication, was inspired by the textures of carpet and fur. As a soft inter-
face appearing as a textile, it was developed to sense and react to touch. 
Shape-memory alloy and felt were integrated to a kinetic interface and 
the authors envision future applications like tactile displays and sensing 
surfaces for visually impaired people etc. [Coelho and Maes 2008].

In an attempt to incorporate tactility in the aesthetics of interaction Mo-
tamedi presents two design projects on that theme. Keep in Touch is a 
networked textile touch screen, supporting intimacy for couples in long 
distance relationships. Stay in Touch is an interactive installation where 
two strangers are able to touch each other through a fabric wall and im-
ages of a body fade when they let go [Motamedi 2007]. 

The musical jacket, is a jacket that was made in a collaboration of Philips, 
Levi Strauss and researchers at MIT. Appearing as an ordinary denim 
jacket, it is also a wearable instrument with abilities to let wearers play 
notes, chords etc. An embroidered fabric keypad, a MIDI synthesizer, 
speakers and a power supply is integrated in a wearable system directly in 
the fabric [Post et al. 2000]. The musical ball is a toy allowing the user to 
play music by squeezing it. By squeezing any of eight places on the ball, 
embroidered surface electrodes are sensing pressure and music is gener-
ated through an external MIDI device [Post et al. 2000]. Another example 
of a wearable instrument is the air-guitar shirt from CSIRO. The air-gui-
tar is a textile interface where your body is used to interact, creating the 
tones of a guitar. Textile motion sensors are embedded in the shirt sleeves 
controls so that the shirt is able to detect motions when bending the arm 
so that different notes can be played [CSIRO]. Sonic fabric, designed by 
Alice Santaro 2002, is a textile woven from recycled audio cassette tapes. 
Since the tape retains its magnetic qualities in the weaving process, when 
running a tape heat over the fabric it emits sound [Sonic Fabric].

Skorpions are a set of kinetic electronic garments seen as “behavioral ki-
netic sculptures that exploit characteristics such as control, anticipation, 
and unpredictability” [Berzowska et al. 2007].  Nitinol, a shape-memory 
alloy, is integrated in the dresses Enleon, Skwrath, Slofa and Luttergill for 
the dresses to move and change in organic ways. By hiding or reveal-
ing different parts of the body, the dresses are “inviting others inside the 
protective shells of fabric, by erecting breathable walls, or tearing them-
selves open to divulge hidden secrets” [Berzowska et al. 2007]. Kukkia 
and Vilkas are other examples of Nitinol integrated into dresses with the 
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capability of moving and changing over time. The dresses can be seen 
as “uniquely expressive behavioral kinetic sculptures” [Berzowska and 
Coelho 2005]. 

IFM International Fashion Machines designs commercial smart textile 
products such as the textile wall dimmers that dim the light when they 
are stroked, and Petal Pusher – interactive textile lightning. The company 
IFM was founded by Maggie Orth, an artist and technologist working 
with smart textiles already when a PhD student at the MIT. She is also 
the creator of the Firefly dress & Necklace, Musical Jacket, Musical Ball 
[Post et al. 2000], and the Dynamic Double Weave, a colour changing tex-
tile combining thermocromic ink, conductive yarns and electronics in a 
weaved fabric (Cf. [IFM, Maggie Orth]). 

IT+Textiles, a three-year design research program led by the Interactive 
Institute and Newmad Technologies [Redström et al. 2005], intro-
duced a notion of an “emotional broadband” where means of widening 
 “social, emotional and expressive qualities of existing information and 
 communication through IT” was developed (Cf. [Redström et al. 2005, 
Hallnäs and Redström 2006]). Within this project for example the inter-
active pillows, meant to enhance long-distance communication between 
two persons were designed. Lighting up when hugged, the pillows sup-
port an emotional way of communicating even though the distance might 
be long between the users. (Cf. [Redström et al. 2005, Worbin 2006]). 

The Fabrication bag is an experimental design example of an accessory 
to a mobile phone, designed to “get a better understanding of the ex-
pressiveness of given materials, in this case a combination of textiles and 
computation technology” [Landin and Worbin 2004]. The Fabrication 
bag replaces the sound and vibrations of a mobile phone with dynamic 
changes of colour on the bag when a mobile phone call is received [Lan-
din and Worbin 2004]. 

Materials such as electroluminescent wires and films, heat generating 
conductive yarns, memory shape materials and textile sensors etc. affect 
a textiles expression through changes in colour, temperature or structure 
etc. providing it with interactive features. New materials are constantly 
developed and electronics are getting smaller and more able to integrate 
into textile constructions. Even if expressional features might be limited 
by the textile constructions, the design variables are increasing as the 
textile is transformable and changes shape after it has been produced. The 
way interactive textiles behave and express themselves, opens up for an 
interdisciplinary discourse as the areas of textile design and interaction 
design merge. Relations between the design of the software and the hard-
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ware (the textile) determine the expression of an interactive textile. This 
relation is not arbitrary, but designed for. A given expression is affected 
both by its material (yarns, electronics, programming) and by a “user”. 
A comparison of the dresses “Skorpions” and “the Fabrication Bag” il-
lustrates an example of a difference in expressional behaviour: With in-
tegrated shape changing material, the dresses are designed to move and 
change shape as movements are determined in a pre-programmed way, 
not able to be affected by a user other than turning the power on and off. 
The bag is changing expression through a colour changing as the mobile 
phone in the bag receives a call, hence the change is made by a user (or 
rather the person calling the user) providing the bag with a form ex-
pressed by interaction. The  changes of the dresses are affected by inher-
ent material properties and not by a “user”. Still they are interactive. 
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
Design research

Design research roots can be found within the Bauhaus, established as 
the methodological foundation for design education in 1919. Also De 
Stijl, the Dutch artistic movement, has been pointed out as an example 
of the desire to “scientize” design in the 1920s. In Europe and the US, 
approaches to design research didn’t become common until the middle 
of the 1960s. Designers were looking at design methods as attempts to 
incorporate scientific techniques and knowledge into the design process 
to be able to make rational decisions [Bayazit 2004].

Traditionally, the role model for research has been the natural sciences, 
investigating natural phenomena. Creating artificial things has been seen 
as an issue for engineering and even though there is a growing number 
of published results from design research “there is uncertainty about the 
value of design research, the nature of design research, the institutional 
framework within which such research should be supported and eval-
uated, and who should conduct it. In short, there is uncertainty about 
whether there is such a thing as design knowledge that merits serious 
 attention” Buchanan has stated [Buchanan 2001]. 

Simon has described the world we live in as follows; “The world we live 
in today is much more a man-made, or artificial world, than it is a natural 
world. Almost every element in our environment shows evidence of 
 human artifice. The temperature in which we spend most of our hours is 
kept artificially at 20 degrees Celsius; the humidity is added to or taken 
from the air we breathe; and the impurities we inhale are largely produced 
(and filtered) by man.“ [Simon 1996]. So why isn’t there traditionally a 
science about the artificial? Buchanan gives the following explanation: 
“Design was not one of the fields institutionalized in our universities fol-
lowing the work of Galileo, Bacon, Newton, Descartes, and others. The 
reason is not difficult to discover. As the new liberal arts of western cul-
ture took shape in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, de-
sign was not included except in the general work of architecture and the 
fine arts” [Buchanan 2001]. 

The knowledge concerning artificial things and engineering skills is 
mainly based on experiments, calculations and practise. Artificial things 
of course have to obey the laws of the natural, but the fundamentals of 
building artificial things are in the crafting and the massive practical 
work it takes to acquire the experience to solve a certain problem. Build-
ing a house with twenty floors wouldn’t be possible without first build-
ing a two-floor house, not even if you know the laws of the natural like 
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the back of your hand. The aim of design methodology is to improve the 
design process and practise. In contrast to the methodology of science 
which is strongly product oriented, design methodology is highly process 
oriented [Kroes 2001]. Kroes argues that research in design methodol-
ogy has always had a strong focus on the nature of design processes. The 
study of the nature of technical artefacts, considered to be the outcome of 
a design process, has received little attention [Kroes 2001]. 

By the making of prototypes, or design examples, a certain notion could 
be more easily discussed and related to. When getting in physical contact 
with the material, you get knowledge about constructions and design that 
will raise certain questions of interest during the process. Without mak-
ing the prototype you will not gain the same experience and knowledge. 
Materializing an idea also means that we are able to speculate how it 
could be used. A prototype is a way to suggest new use, possible scenarios 
and new aesthetical expressions.  

Tacit knowledge became a central expression in discussions about profes-
sional knowledge in Sweden during the 1980s [Molander 1996]. An expla-
nation of the tacit is the wordless mediation of knowledge, showing how 
to do something through doing it. Just like other crafts, the knowledge 
about the textile craft has traditionally been mediated and transferred 
through practise from one generation to the next [Molander 1996]. 

Textile design is not unique, all practises include some form of tacit 
knowledge [Friedman 2003]. Based on intuition and personal experi-
ence, skills learned from making are hard to articulate. Friedman writes 
that “The challenge of any evolving field is to bring tacit knowledge into 
articulate focus. This creates the ground of shared understanding that 
builds the field” [Friedman 2000]. By using design methods, a design 
process is articulated and brought out into the open, externalizing what 
is going on in a designer’s head. This doesn’t mean design choices are not 
based on intuition and personal experience but through the use of design 
methods, skills and even intuition can be trained. By communicating de-
sign choices, the design process can be followed and controlled. A design 
method doesn’t tell us what to do, but proposes how it could be done. It 
can give a clue about important ingredients concerned with design objec-
tive, that otherwise easily could be missed. 
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Practise-based design research through experimental design

In this thesis, knitted textile examples with tactile and visual interactive 
properties have been developed as experiments. The examples serve as 
illustrations of the design research program set up in the making of this 
thesis. By creating several textile constructions that exemplify specific ex-
pressions and different ways of expressing them, the approach of a prac-
tise-based design research method gives an opportunity to open up for 
possibilities rather than limiting the research to solving a specific prob-
lem, even though specific research questions do arise along the way. 

Experimental design within the practise based method in some ways 
resembles the approach in basic research where unpredicted results are 
desired rather than specific solutions to a problem. Conducting design 
research with a practise-based approach does not aim to solve a specific 
problem but to explore the potential of materials, constructions and vari-
ous expressions that can come out of it. In a way this approach is driven 
by what is possible through technology, materials and constructions; 
things are designed because they can be. But a big difference from the 
technology-driven research is that in practice-based research aesthetical 
aspects is a key issue. 

The specific design examples made are meant to show how new expres-
sions can be expressed through textile constructions. Even though the 
experiments made are specific, the design examples are meant to inspire 
and show how a certain expression can be used in a more general sense, in 
other contexts and in other shapes. New expressions exemplified through 
the experiments and ways of affecting a knitted textile open up for new 
use of the textile material. Referring to Dunne about interactive materi-
als (in this case specifically electrochemical materials), a call for a new 
experimental design examples is desired; “(…) generally, designers have 
not exploited the aesthetic dimension of new materials with the same 
energy that engineers have exploited their functional possibilities (…)” 
[Dunne 1999].
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DESIGN PROGRAM 
Knitted circuits for visual and tactile interactive expressions 

The design experiments presented in this thesis are developed and ex-
plored within the framework of a design program focusing on the aes-
thetic potentials of knitted textiles where visual and tactile interactive 
properties are explored. 

The program is used as a tool for investing both general aspects and spe-
cific details. Expressional properties are affected by materials, construc-
tions as well as user interaction. The relation between expressions affect-
ed by user interaction and those affected by materials/constructions is 
further investigated through experiments and design examples. Together 
with the experiments themselves, expression diagrams have been devel-
oped as a help when designing these expressions.

Being able to affect a textiles appearance through changes of voltage lev-
els, sensing and reacting properties through the integration of computa-
tional technology extends the interactive expression of textiles. Tactile 
and visual interactive properties are in the experiments considered as 
those that affect a textile’s shape, softness, colour, temperature and tex-
ture etc. in various ways, sometimes through body movements or touch. 

Tool kit

Electrical conductive material provides a textile with new functional and 
expressional properties. Depending on yarn conductivity, structures and 
design, textiles can function as sensors, electrical circuits, data buses or 
be able to generate heat etc. 

All knitting experiments described in this thesis were made at the Swed-
ish School of Textiles using a circular knitting machine and a flatbed 
knitting machine specially designed for knitting with stiff materials such 
as metals. Various knitting techniques have been explored through “trial 
and error”. According to desired expressional qualities of the textile struc-
tures, various conductive yarns were tried out in knitted parallel or serial 
connections. Constructions and yarn resistance determine the textile cir-
cuit’s conductivity in creating desired resistive qualities of the textile. Re-
sistive properties of a textile circuit are able to provide a textile with both 
functional and aesthetical qualities. Conductive yarns have been inte-
grated taking both functional and aesthetical aspects into consideration. 
Constructions made are seen as knitted electrical circuits with high aes-
thetical potential, providing textiles with electrical power, signal transfer, 
allowing communication etc., allowing changes in structure (hardening, 
shrinking, breaking in several ways), temperature and colour.   
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The Stoll circular knitting machine

The integration of electronic components enable a textile with commu-
nicative properties, different data can be measured and handled. In the 
design examples described, a BX-24 microcontroller [basic-X], has been 
connected to the textiles to handle incoming and outgoing signals trans-
mitted through the structure. By sensing differences in voltage levels, 
sending out electricity to different areas in a textile, turning on and off 
external power sources etc. the microcontroller enables the textiles with 
interactive properties. The microcontroller is programmable and enabled 
with several inputs and outputs.   

Function and Interaction

“Interaction design is design, but of what? It is a shift of focus from what 
a thing does as we use it to what we do in the acts that define use, and 
from the visual presentation of spatial form to the act presentation of 
temporal behaviour” [Hallnäs and Redström 2006].

Considering the definition of interaction design previously mentioned in 
this thesis, interaction design does not just seem to concern the design 
of digital things. So could it be the design of a coffee cup? It could. If we, 
when designing the cup, would focus on how we use the cup (holding a 
cup in your hand and raise it to you mouth to drink coffee) instead of just 
focusing on material, shape and functionality (a cup = a holder for hot 
liquids etc.). From an interaction design point of view we would change 
the focus from how the cup is representing itself through its material, 
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colour, function and form, to what we do when we are using the cup. It is 
not until you actually use the cup and drink your coffee that you would 
know whether the cup will burn your fingers when holding it, if it is sta-
ble when put on the table or keeps your coffee warm etc. A big difference 
between a coffee cup and computational technology is that the coffee cup 
doesn’t change its expression over time, at least not in the same way a per-
sonal computer or interactive textiles do. Hallnäs has introduced the no-
tions of function and interaction: “If function refers to what a given thing 
does when we use it, interaction refers to what we do when we use the 
given thing. This distinction has its design-counterpart in the distinction 
between definition of things by design and definition of use by design” 
[Hallnäs 2004, Hallnäs and Redström 2006].

Looking at computational technology as time-material is a notion that 
will help us when exploring the aesthetic potential of this material, in this 
case interactive textiles. A change of a textile’s expression is made both 
through properties inherent in the material (function) and through user 
interaction (interaction). A certain expression is affected by both but the 
relation between the two varies in different examples. 

Designing for visual and tactile elements of expression 

Both interactional and functional aspects are fundamental ingredients 
in the design examples, directly related to expressional properties of the 
materials. In the experiments, a distinction between different parts of the 
design process has been recognized. A given design depends on the de-
sign in all parts, and the process is iterative, it is not a process schemata 
with respect to a time-line. Although the model has been designed for 
specific experiments, it might also be valid for the design of interactive 
textiles in a more general sense.  

A textile design has to allow a certain aesthetical expression when react-
ing to one or more actions. Designing the textile means the construction 
of both passive (here meaning cotton, wool etc.) and active material (here 
meaning conductive yarns, reactive yarns etc.). Textile design decisions 
also have to allow for after treatment. After treatment means program-
ming and integration of electronics, the connection of power supplies, 
printing and designing additional connections through for example em-
broidery, etc.

An interactive textile expression appears through a chain of actions and 
reactions (cf [Hallnäs and Redström 2006]), an expression manifesting 
itself during a series of events in space and time. The chain of actions 
and reactions are depending on each other, and the degree of actions and 
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reactions is directly related to a textile’s changing properties.  

Expression diagrams

Creating a certain textile expression means the notions of function and 
interaction corresponding in a dependency of actions and reactions oc-
curring in an interactive textile interface. To make this relationship vis-
ible, expression diagrams are introduced. 

In the diagram, a textile’s initial design is seen at the lower left corner 
where the axes of the system intersect (the origin). As actions and reac-
tions occur, the textile expression is changed. A textile’s expression as a 
whole is the sum of the initial design and the elements of expression as 
change of given design appearing as the user and the textile interact. The 
elements of expressions are affected and created due to either the user’s 
(or users’) actions and reactions, or actions and reactions occurring in 
the textile construction, or both. Depending on what the user does (in-
teractional actions-reactions) and inherent material characteristics in the 
textile construction and the program (functional actions-reactions), the 
given design is affected. In this way, elements of expression are placed 
closer to either the y-axis or the x-axis, or placed in between the axis in 
the diagram. 

Expression diagram where given initial design describe:
- The degree of functional actions and reactions
- The degree of interactional actions and reactions
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EXPERIMENTS

A non-chemical ausbrenner design technique

Concept
Heat is used to change a textile pattern through colour and structure 
changes. By supplying heat directly to the textile material, colour and 
structure are affected. The design technique is seen as a non-chemical 
ausbrenner design technique due to the similarities with the ausbrenner 
technique, where a textile material is changed in a chemical process after 
being produced. In this non-chemical ausbrenner design technique, the 
textile expression is affected by heat instead of chemicals. Several tex-
tile material combinations were tested for colour and structure changing 
properties. 

Design
A range of several textile fibres such as cotton, wool, viscose, polyester 
and Kevlar [Kevlar] were knitted into twelve different samples together 
with a high resistive heating wire, Kanthal [Kanthal]. After knitting the 
textiles on a Meyer circular knitting machine, all samples were put on 
wooden frames. Around five courses of heating wires were embroidered 
into sections in an after treatment process. A copper yarn was used to 
connect the courses into parallel connections. To test the material combi-
nations ability to change structure and colour when heated, the connec-
tions were coupled to a power source with the potential of supplying 0-30 
Volts and 0-2,5 Amperes.

   

Experiment setup

When turning the power on, the heating wire in the samples heats up and 
affect the expression of the textile material surrounding it. All samples 
were exposed to the same amount of power for 2-4 minutes. 
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The experiments showed that the grade of colour and structure-changes 
in the different materials depended on a range of things; the textile con-
struction, access to oxygen, textile yarn combinations in the sample, the 
conductivity and thickness of the embroidered yarn used for the parallel 
connections, the distance and number of heating wires used in the con-
nections, how long the power is on, amount of power supplied etc. were 
all aspects affecting the textile expression (See appendix ii for details).

Observations

In the experiments and development of the design technique for electri-
cal burn-outs, some specific issues of interest addressed were: 
- Changing qualities of the different textile combinations 
- Different kinds of inherent textile patterns able to be visualized in the 
textile 
- Ways of designing for an obvious or a subtle changing expression

The material combinations react to heat in different ways and the grade 
of expression varies in the samples.  Some materials melt, others become 
dark/burned and some vanish or burn very quickly. Some main reactions 
observed in the experiments were;
- Cotton material changed colours from white to light brown further on 
to dark brown before the material changed structure. 
- With wool, holes appeared in the textile, almost like cuts. 
- Holes appeared in the viscose sample before the material almost disin-
tegrated, showing a colour change from light brown to dark brown. 
- With polyester the soft material turned into hard dots and holes ap-
peared when the material melted. There were no colour-changes at all. 
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Cotton, polyester, viscose and wool samples 

Result

This design technique enables a novel way of decorating a textile after 
a fabric is produced, revealing possibilities for showing information 
through colour- and structure-changes in textiles.  

The complexity of the design technique enables a high expressive po-
tential when designing for burned out patterns. Parameters affecting 
the design are related both to material constructions and to the burning 
process. Potential expressions are related to and designed for during the 
textile design, the after treatment, the burning process or all (or some) of 
the mentioned. 

The pattern has the potential to appear along every heating wire course 
in the textile. In the design process the potential placement of the pattern 
has to be decided for during the textile design. The way the heating wire is 
knitted affects the expression since it is visible when the textile is burned. 
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The area of the pattern is affected by how the heating wires are connected. 
In the experiments done, they were connected as parallel connections 
through a copper yarn, which is done in the after treatment process. The 
expression of a certain material combination affects the expression when 
it is burned. For example: polyester melts into several holes and doesn’t 
change colour at all, while viscose at first turns dark and then disinte-
grates so that a big hole appears. How a textile reacts to heat, how the 
burned out expression appears has therefore to be decided in the textile 
design. But the grade of colour and structure changing expressions are 
depending on how long the textile is supplied with power, how long it 
is heated. The latter expression is therefore able to be affected “in use”; 
when burning the textile. Whether burned out patterns appear in a subtle 
or clear way is decided when the actual burning process is taking place.

In this experiment, material characteristics were examined and no com-
putational technology was incorporated. The interactional aspects in this 
experiment are those related to the burn-out process and controlled by 
someone turning the power on and off and the time in between doing so. 
When placing the elements of expression in the expression diagram, we 
see that most visual and tactile changes are closely related to the mate-
rial characteristics. For example in the polyester-polyester sample, the 
person in charge of the power supply is not able to affect the fact that 
polyester melts when it gets hot so that holes in the sample appear at a 
certain amount of power. Therefore, the colour and structure changes 
happening in the samples when actions and reactions occur are placed 
near the Function-axis. The holes are appearing due to material actions 
and reactions as characteristics inherent in the materials. 
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Expression diagram showing holes appearing in the polyester-polyester 
sample at a given amount of power supplied: 

 

But for the holes to appear in the example of the polyester-polyester sam-
ple above is also depending on someone turning the power supply on. 
Therefore the element of expression can not be placed directly on the 
Function –axis, but a little bit upwards.

The size of the holes appearing in the same example with the polyester-
polyester sample, is highly dependent on how long the power supply is 
turned on. In this experiment we ourselves turned the power supply on 
and off (instead of letting a computer do it). Therefore the size of the 
holes appearing expressed as an element of expression has to be placed 
closer to the function-axis than the latter example:

Expression diagram showing the size of the holes appearing in the poly-
ester-polyester sample at a given amount of power supplied: 

 





The Burning Tablecloth

Concept

The textile pattern of a tablecloth reacts to mobile phone signals. 
The burning tablecloth serves as a design example of the non chemical 
burn-out design technique described above, using colour and structure-
changes in knitted textiles. The burning tablecloth is changing colour 
and structure due to mobile phone signals (calls and text messages) with 
burned out patterns. The tablecloth scenario is a dinner taking place 
where the dinner guests have turned off the sound on their mobile phone. 
During the dinner the mobile phones’ activity is not to be heard but to be 
experienced in the tablecloth. Dark patterns (squares) appear on the ta-
blecloth, and eventually structure changes is seen. It is not clear whether 
it is a phone call or text message that triggers the event, nor is it clear 
whose phone is calling and if it is a call or text message.   

Design

The tablecloth is white and knitted in a flatbed knitting machine in a spe-
cific size to fit a table. Together with Kanthal heating wire, cotton yarns 
are knitted as a plain knit. The heating wire is knitted with around one 
centimetre in between the courses and cotton yarns are knitted in be-
tween. For a sufficiently close textile structure, three cotton yarns have 
been used. The textile also includes courses of a single filament with a 
similar appearance to the heating wires to create a similar surface in the 
areas where the heating wire is not knitted.

Connected to a microcontroller, mobile phones and various electronic 
components the design allows for expressing burned out patterns. The 
cotton yarns react to heat by gradually turning darker and eventually 
change their structure. The heating wire knitted is the active material; 
when heated it is able to change the colour and structure of the table-
cloth. 

The burning tablecloth reacts to mobile phone signals by getting warm 
so that colour and structure changes appear in the tablecloth. The pattern 
appearing is built up as squares and has the potential of becoming chess-
patterned all over the tablecloth surface. To create this, copper wire was 
embroidered on the back of the tablecloth. Together with the embroi-
dered copper wire, the report of the heating wire was made so that the 
burned out pattern will appear as squares. 
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The burning tablecloth

Copper wires were embroidered into parallel connections for leading out 
electricity to certain areas in the textile. The programming was made so 
that the table cloth is able to react in a desired way; reacting on mo-
bile phone signals by burned out patterns at somewhat predicted places 
(namely where the copper wire is embroidered into parallel sections for 
burned out squares). A semi randomness of the computer program makes 
it impossible to predict where the next square will appear on the textile 
surface. The action triggering a square to appear on the burning table 
cloth is someone calling one of the dinner guests at the ongoing dinner. 
The mobile phone signals (together with the processing of the signals in a 
microcontroller) are affecting the reaction of the tablecloth; wires getting 
heated that affect the textile material and burned out pattern appear. 

Result

Demonstrating an example developed by the non-chemical ausbrenner 
design technique, the experiment shows examples of visual and tactile 
changing properties in a tablecloth. To a certain extent, the final result 
of the tablecloth’s expression is able to predict; we know that burned out 
squares will appear when the tablecloth is being used (i.e. if someone 
calls at all). But we are not able to predict the final result as a whole; we 
do not know for example the number of squares that will appear or the 
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expressions of those squares (will they be slightly yellow, black or will 
structure changes appear?). The latter types of expressions are affected by 
interactional events and the former are designed for in a design process. 
Combined in a material structure, textile circuits are controlled by exter-
nal stimuli able to affect the tablecloths expression after being produced. 

The tablecloth exemplify a new way of showing information about people 
trying to contact you through mobile phones. Will a growing number of 
burned-out squares on your side of the table stress you out (was it your 
boss trying to reach you several times? Were the calls even for you?) or 
would you see just as a growing pattern and not be concerned about the 
reasons why it grows? The way the tablecloth is communicating mobile 
phone calls and messages, as an interactive textile display, might not be  
very efficient or direct, but it could raise questions about for example how 
you use your mobile phone and how it affects your everyday life.  

Structure and colour changes are seen as elements of interactive tactile 
and visual expressions, manifested in the tablecloth. These elements are 
affecting the tablecloth’s initial design by scales of functional and interac-
tional actions-reactions. Some examples:

The fact that the pattern consists of burned out squares does not depend 
on one of the mobile phones recieveing a call (even though one of the 
mobile phones must receive a call or a text message for the pattern to    
appear). The shape of the pattern in this case means “burned out squares” 
i.e. the fact that the pattern consists of one or more squares (not the place-
ment or number of the squares, but their actual shape. This element of 
expression is designed for both in the textile design and after treatment 
and is placed near the Function-axis in the expression diagram: 

Expression diagram showing the shape of the pattern shape in the given 
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design:

 

Number of squares to be visualized in the table cloth is designed for in 
an after treatment process through embroidery and programming. Ac-
tual number of squares seen in the given design is directly related to the 
number of incoming calls and/or text-massages. 

This element of expression is therefore placed near the Interaction-axis in 
the expression diagram: 

Expression diagram showing number of visualized squares seen in the 
given design: 
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Touching Loops

Concept 

By touching a textile with your fingers, the textile surface becomes warm 
and changes shape. Touching Loops is a collection of knitted material 
prototypes with structure changing properties, able to sense and react to 
touch. When the textiles are touched, they react by shrinking, breaking 
or hardening. The textiles are interactive tactile material.

Design

Three knitted prototypes are the result of an exploration of tactility and 
structure changes in knitted textiles. In a first exploration, several small 
pieces with different construction and material were tried out for struc-
ture changing properties. The three final prototypes were developed from 
the materials and constructions found most interesting due to structure 
changing, heat generating and touch sensing properties. The textiles were 
designed so that when touched, a specific area in the textile changes tem-
perature and becomes hot. A microcontroller connected to the textile is 
programmed to sense and react upon touch. When a finger touches two 
or more stripes of conductive material (a silver coated copper yarn) in 
the textile, the microcontroller senses a difference in conductivity and 
turns on a power supply connected to the textile. 

The three textiles were knitted using a Stoll flat knitting machine. The 
prototypes were knitted to allow the conductive yarn to be heated. A sil-
ver coated copper yarn that is supposed to both generate heat and sense 
touch, is combined with yarns reacting to heat by shrinking, hardening 
or breaking. In an after treatment process all pieces were connected to 
a microcontroller and a power supply in the same or different rows of 
conductive yarn. The desired changing expression is decided in the pro-
gramming. The program and the connections also decide in what part 
of the construction the change will appear. The knitted pieces react in 
different ways when current passes trough the conductive yarns. The 
first piece combines a silver coated copper yarn and Pemotex yarn in a 
ridge pattern. In the second sample a Jaquard pattern combines shrink-
ing polyester monofilament, a Grilon yarn and a silver coated copper 
yarn. This piece reacts to heat by breaking and shrinking. The third piece 
is constructed with partial knitting and ridge patterns and the yarns used 
are Pemotex, a Grilon yarn and the silver coated copper yarn. When the 
conductive yarn gets hot, the ridges shrink and harden.  

In Touching Loops, the touch of a finger is the action. The touch of a fin-
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ger triggers the action; a change in conductivity in the form of a closed 
circuit. The action affects the reaction; the textile becomes hot so that the 
reaction in the form of structure changes occurs.  

Prototype 1

Prototype 2
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Prototype 3

The aesthetical expression in form of the interactive tactile properties 
of the textile is closely related to the textile construction and material.      
Depending on, for example, the amount of rows of conductive yarns, 
the size of the area of reactive yarns (the shrinking, melting or stiffen-
ing yarns), in what way the conductive yarns run through the textile and 
more, the reaction is able to be provided in a subtle or obvious way. The 
ability to sense touch is also directly related to the textile construction. 
Other things affecting the structure changing reaction are how the power 
supply is connected (for example in parallel or serial connections, and 
the length of the connected conductive yarns) and the amount of power 
supplied. The programming of the microcontroller is also a big design   
issue. The programme running decides when the textiles react; directly 
to touch or after a while, in the same area where the textile was touched 
or elsewhere, for how long the heat will stay on etc. 

Result

The experiment demonstrates examples of structure changing textiles 
reacting on finger touch through interactive tactile properties. Knitted 
electrical circuits are integrated into the textile constructions, acting as 
both heating sources and touch sensors. Interactive properties are inte-
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grated in a textile surface where yarns and construction have been com-
bined in an aesthetic expression. Together with the visual perception, the 
textiles are able to be perceived by the sense of touch. Interactive tactility 
means extending a textile’s aesthetics with properties related to the sense 
of touch, in this case structure changing properties, warmth and body 
movements (finger touch). 

The three textiles are getting warm and a possible structure change in 
the textile material is happening. The first textile is breaking when it is 
heated. The second textile is shrinking when heated and the third reacts 
to heat by becoming stiff. The tactile experiences relates to both touching, 
temperature change and shrinking, breaking or stiffening properties in 
the textile materials. 
 

When the textile has been touched, it is heated for 15 seconds. The kind 
of change expressed in the textiles (shrinkage, stiffening or breakage) de-
pends on material properties and knitting constructions, but as a reac-
tion it depends on an action of touch. In the expression diagram, the kind 
of change expressed in the textile is placed close to the Function-axis: 

Expression diagram showing “shrinkage” as an element of expression in 
the given design: 
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The placement and number of changed expressions of the initial design 
are affected by interactional aspects. Where a user has touched the tex-
tiles, and how many times, give the textile its “final” expression. This kind 
of expression elements are closely related to the Interaction-axis:

Expression diagram showing the placement and grade of textile change 
as an element of expression in the given design: 
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Textile Dimensions

Concept

The potential of affecting expression of space by body movements.
Textile Dimensions is a set of textiles consisting of a wall-hanging and 
three costumes in different designs. Each costume has a pattern printed 
somewhere on the garment.  By making a certain movement when wear-
ing the costume, a wireless signal is sent to the interactive wall-hang-
ing. A pattern corresponding to that on the costume displays on the wall 
hanging so that the background changes and adapts partially to the pat-
tern of the garment.
The interactive set of textiles were further explored when three dancers 
wearing the costumes made a performance at Rydals museum in June 
2008, interacting with the wall-hanging. In this project, the costumes are 
the interactive tactile textiles.

Design

The idea was to design an interactive collection of textiles for an artis-
tic performance, where the dancers’ body movements affect the visual 
expression of a space through a dynamic pattern change of a wall-hang-
ing. The result is three interactive costumes where, when wearing them,  
certain movements makes the wall-hanging partially change colours. The 
costumes all have a different pattern printed somewhere on the garments. 
The pattern is static, it doesn’t change. As the dancers move in a certain 
way this pattern is “transferred” onto the wall-hanging. When the danc-
ers are moving the background is changing. For each costume, a different 
movement has to be made to change the pattern on the wall-hanging. 
The change of pattern on the wall-hanging is seen as long as the wearer is 
holding on to a certain movement. Then it slowly fades away. 

The costume fabric is knitted on a circular knitting machine together 
with cotton yarn and an electrically conductive silver coated copper yarn. 
The knitting report is around one centimetre where one course consists 
of conductive yarn and the other consists of cotton yarn in different 
colours. The fabric has been washed to get a more irregular and vivid 
surface. The conductive yarn in the costumes functions as sensors and 
the rows of cotton yarn in between as insulators. A microcontroller con-
nected to the costume is able to sense when certain stripes of conductive 
yarn in the garment connect. A radio transmitter then sends a signal to 
a receiver connected to the wall hanging. A microcontroller connected 
to the wall-hanging turn the power to heating wires that are weaved into 
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the wall-hanging on and off. Different parts of the wall-hanging react            
depending on which of the performers that makes a specific move to 
trigger a signal. 

The basic construction of the costumes in Textile Dimensions, are cir-
cular knit with cotton yarns and a conductive silver coated copper yarn. 
The report of the yarns has been constructed so that the conductive yarn 
is insulated from the cotton yarns and so that each row of the conductive 
yarn is able to act as a sensor. In Textile Dimensions, the after treatment 
meant designing the electronics, connections and program both for the 
costumes and the wall-hanging. 

Which movements the performers make to activate the sensor is decided 
in the process of after treatment since the sensor can be any of the rows 
of conductive yarn in the costume fabric. Connecting the sensor means 
connecting two rows of conductive yarn in the fabric to the electronics. 
After treatment also means connecting a power supply to the wall-hang-
ing and to embroider the heating wires in the wall-hanging into parallel 
sections in where the colour change is supposed to appear. 
In Textile Dimensions, the performers’ movements are the actions that 
trigger the input signals; a circuit is closed. The closed circuit makes the 
microcontroller send a signal to the wall-hanging which heats up. The 
heat in the wall-hanging triggers the reaction; it changes colours. 

Result

The experiment demonstrates an example of how body movements are 
able to change the visual expression of a space through textiles. 

When the dancers are moving the background is changing. For each cos-
tume, a different movement has to be made to change the pattern in the 
wall-hanging. The costumes have one inherent possibility to send a sig-
nal. The signal transmission depends on one certain movement. There 
are lots of possibilities to interact with these kinds of textiles in the con-
text of performances. With this design the costumes are also able to sense 
if the dancers for example are holding each others arms or touching each 
others backs. The set of textiles are enabled with both textile action and 
reaction. Action is triggered through the costumes and the reaction is 
displayed through the wall hanging; action and reaction  are in different 
textiles.

The shape of the pattern appearing when using the textiles is a combina-
tion of basic textile design and the after treatment.
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Expression diagram showing type of pattern visualised as an element of 
expression in the given design:  

The degree of colour-change appearing on the wall-hanging is directly re-
lated to the performers (the dancers) movements. As long as a performer 
holds on to the body movement a change is communicated to the wall-
hanging. This kind of expression is placed close to the Interaction-axis in 
the expression diagram. The performer is able to communicate a subtle 
or a clear colour-change to the wall-hanging affecting the interactional 
degree of actions-reactions.

Expression diagram showing grade of colour change as an element of 
expression in the given design: 
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The number of patterns appearing on the wall-hanging is also affected 
by interactional actions-reactions taking place. The amount of patterns     
visible in the given design is affected by the performers:
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DISCUSSION
A non-interactive textile can be designed in an infinite number of ways, 
adding for example changes of voltage levels, sensing or reactive proper-
ties to the textile material brings even more possibilities. By exemplifying 
different ways of designing interactive textiles, the experiments aim to 
focus on the high aesthetical potential of these kinds of textile construc-
tions and materials. The design examples aim to contribute to the explo-
ration of possibilities for textiles also acting as electrical circuits, sensing 
and reacting in new, expressional ways. By exemplifying new ways to de-
sign with these materials, the examples are meant as a help for designers 
to reflect upon and understand the new expressional tools these kinds of 
constructions and materials provide. 

In the experiments described, the knitted textile constructions are the 
material in which interactive tactility and visual changes are being ex-
pressed. The constructions and design of the interactive textiles could 
in a more technical way be described as knitted electrical circuits where 
conductive yarns are the active parts, supplying electricity, signals, and/
or heat to certain textile areas and where conventional textile yarns (such 
as cotton, wool, polyester etc.) serve as insulating material in between. 
But describing an interactive textile as a flexible circuit board is an insuf-
ficient description. Compared to an electrical circuit, a textile also brings 
aesthetical appearance and emotional values, such as tactility. Instead we 
can think of these materials as textiles with new functionality and expres-
sions not seen in “conventional”, or non-interactive, textiles. 

The elements of interactive tactile and visual expressions are manifested 
in different ways and by different actions-reactions in the design exam-
ples. Some elements are more related to functional aspects (construction 
and material aspects) than to interactional aspects (user aspects) and vice 
versa. But for a change to appear in the textiles at all, the grade of actions- 
reactions can not be zero, since that means the initial design. Nor are the 
elements of tactile and visual expressions in the examples placed directly 
on one of the two axis. But designing, for example a pattern change as an 
element of expression, in that way would be possible. Take the table cloth 
as an example. Changing the program of the microcontroller making the 
tablecloth react to for example daylight instead of mobile phone signals, 
would mean that no interactional action-reactions have to take place for 
the pattern to change:
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Expression diagram showing pattern change as an element of expression 
in the given design: 
 

The other case, placing an element of expression directly onto the inter-
actional-axis, is harder to imagine. For a visual or tactile textile change, 
material aspects of course have to be present, otherwise there would be 
no textile to express the elements in.

Expression diagram showing a pattern change not possible as an element 
of expression: 

 

Interactive visual and tactile elements of expression manifested in the de-
sign examples have some things in common; they are expressed by heat, 
change of structure and/or colour. 
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It is not far-fetched to draw parallels to terms in computer science with 
incoming information and visualized information as follows: 
- The interaction of the Burning Table cloth is in the output
- The interaction of Touching Loops is both in the textile input and the 
textile output
- Textile Dimensions have both textile input and textile output but the 
input is in the dresses and the output is in the wall hanging. Input and 
output are in different textiles. 

The terms of input and output are, as in the diagrams, extended to the no-
tions of actions-reactions. The actions-reactions means everything that 
affects the textiles expression. Taking the burning tablecloth as an ex-
ample, a scenario showing functional and interactional action-reactions 
affecting the expression of a burned out square could be: 

Someone gives one of the dinner guests a call  --> a mobile phone is re-
ceiving the call  --> the microcontroller senses and interprets the signal  
--> the microcontroller sends a signal to other electronic components  
--> electronic components turn the power supply on  --> the heating 
wire gets hot --> the textile material is affected by the heat --> one of the 
dinner guests gets nervous and rises quickly from the table, causing a 
breeze --> the textile glows stronger because of the sudden breeze --> the 
squared pattern is strong and spreads a bit to the left  --> the call stops 
and so does the glowing etc., etc.

The materials, knitted constructions and programming are different in 
the projects, still there is a main theme running through the design proc-
ess of all projects that affects the outcome. Some basic ingredients, all 
influencing each other in the design process are visible. As in all designs, 
the process is highly iterative and not linear. The different parameters are 
highly connected to each other, and when designing a knitted interactive 
tactile textile, changing one parameter affects the others. 

Interactive textiles introduce new design variables (cf. [Worbin 2006] ), 
opening up for new complex textile expressions. As in all designs, it is 
hard to foresee the outcome of a design process. Adding interactive fea-
tures, like programming, makes the final design even more difficult to 
predict. Expression diagrams could be a help to structure and control the 
design process in relation to a desired outcome. 
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CONCLUSION
Being a relatively new feature in textiles, interactivity reassesses the use 
of textiles. Design examples made in this thesis are through their abstract 
form meant to open up for new expressions and use of (interactive) tex-
tiles, exemplifying principles of textile change such as structure-change, 
colour-change, temperature-change etc. Also exemplifying how to initi-
ate a textile change, the design examples are affected by human touch 
through the textile material, body movements through the textile mate-
rial, an electrical device and mobile phone signals. 

The integration of computer technology in textiles brings new design 
possibilities and design variables not traditionally seen in textile design. 
Expression diagrams were developed as a tool to control the relationship 
between textile change and how to initiate these expressions. By visual-
izing relationships between how different given expression elements are 
affected by functional and/or interactional influence, the connections be-
tween expressions related to inherent material properties and those con-
nected to user influence are able to be planned for. 

Using expression diagrams in the context of designing interactive textiles 
is meant as a help to be more in control of a design process, visualizing 
relations of function-interaction, actions-reactions. The diagrams might 
in fact be general and able to use in other interaction design processes. 
In this context they point out that the relationship between the areas of 
textile design and interaction design have become related. 
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Designing dynamic and irreversible textile patterns, 
using a non-chemical burn-out (ausbrenner) technique 
Anna Persson and Linda Worbin 
The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology 

Abstract
In this ongoing practise-based design research project, a new technique for designing 
textile patterns is developed and explored; a non chemical burn-out (ausbrenner) technique.

As a first part of the project, experiments with conductive and traditional textile materials 
in knitted structures were designed. The knitted samples were made in cotton, wool, 
viscose, polyester and Kevlar (Kevlar 2008), and have all been combined with Kanthal 
heating wires (Kanthal 2008). When a voltage is applied to the textile, the heating wire 
leaves burned out patterns in the textile material. 

The result is a new technique, where we can design irreversible textile patterns. We also 
suggest new design variables of relevance when designing dynamic textile patterns.  

The overall aim is to explore different materials, material combinations and techniques for 
developing textile circuits and designing dynamic textile patterns. The knitted textile 
patterns change over time when a voltage is turned on or off in the textile circuits. 
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Material
Conductive materials in textiles
Conductive materials e.g. copper, steel and silver are widely used in the industry for 
different processes – as a building material and for its conductive properties etc. In textile 
and fashion design, history shows some examples of metals used in textile structures and 
constructions. Threads of gold and other metals have been found in ancient textiles, used 
mainly for decorative purposes. In the 19th century crinolines came into fashion. These 
under-skirts were very wide and constructed of stiff materials, such as whales’ bones or 
steel (Waugh 1954).  

Recently, the textile industry has made advances in the field of high performance textiles 
and yarns. Achievements in the textile industry have made it possible to enable electronic 
devices to be directly integrated into the structure of textiles (Kim et al. 2004).  

In the area of smart textiles, the demand for electrically conductive fibres used for sensors, 
shielding, dust and germ-free clothing and data transfer etc. is growing and modification of 
fibres based on conductive polymers seems to be an interesting approach, enabling these 
new functionalities (Kim et al. 2004).

Some recent research projects show examples of how conductive yarns (fibres and metals) 
have been used in textile constructions. Paradiso (Paradiso et al. 2005) describes a wearable 
health monitoring system where conductive yarns are used for textile sensors, electrodes 
and connections. Wijesiriwardana (Wijesiriwardana et al. 2005) describes a research 
project in construction of conductive polymer electrodes for touch sensors. Stainless steel 
has been tested in hybrid yarns in woven structures for electro magnetic shielding (Su & 
Chern 2004). There is also research in the area of heat generating textiles using conductive 
fibres (Bhat et al. 2006).

Several examples of textiles with conductive qualities are described by Post (Post et al. 
2000). A range of metal yarns are available on the market, both monofilament and 
multifilament yarn. One manufacturer of metal yarn is Bekaert (Bekaert 2008).  

In this project two different conductive yarns have been used in the design of textile 
circuits. Kanthal heating wires (Kanthal 2008) have been knitted together with traditional 
textile materials. Copper yarns have been embroidered to provide electricity to the heating 
wires.

Traditional textile materials 
Our oldest fibres, the natural fibres and the major four of them; flax, wool, cotton and silk, 
have been used in textile constructions since the beginning of textile making. Traditional 
fibres have a significant tradition compared with man-made fibres that have only been used 
since the 19th century.

In this project we have used traditional fibres in combination with conductive metal fibres. 
The metals are providing electricity to the textile and are also used for generating heat. 
When the traditional fibres in the textiles are reacting to high temperatures, burned-out 
patterns appear. We have looked at different aesthetical expressions in traditional material 
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when heated or burned. For example, we have used polyester, not for its qualities to dry 
fast or to be strong, but for its melting qualities when exposed to high temperatures. Wool 
was used not only for the well known high flame resistant quality, but also for the aesthetic 
expression when burned.

Textile pattern design
Textile patterns and its motifs in Europe are historically coming from mythological, 
symbolic or ornamental decorations based on creatures of fables (sphinxes, birds, bulls etc.) 
and later with inspiration from the Eastern symbols for power (eagle, lion and the 
elephant), artistic vocabulary around the Mediterranean region, portrait and figural design 
(huntsmen, natives, flowers and nature, animals etc.). The aesthetic expression, in colour 
and style, has changed from simple and geometrical to richer and more detailed 
decorations. Today textile designers still find inspiration in historical textile patterns and 
often update them. Textile motifs today are still geometrical with floral shapes in new 
approaches and materials. But new approaches are entering the area of textile design where 
different kinds of information is used as inspiration when creating an aesthetic pattern. One 
example is Saldos pattern “Blind”, a textile with white dots printed in swell paint on a 
yellow fabric. For blind persons the tactile dots on the fabric are describing the colour 
yellow. Saldos pattern is a reported pattern (Saldo 2008). Another example of a textile 
pattern where information controls the actual design of the textile is made by the Danish 
textile designer Kirsten Nissen at Designskolen in Kolding (Designskolen 2008). She has 
used computer controlled jacquard technique to make a monotype pattern (direct pattern) 
from digital body measurement information.  

Textile Pattern Classification
In what way a textile pattern is designed, is something that has been classified and divided 
into three main areas by Geijer (Geijer 1972); 

Plain weave is a weave without decoration that could be exposed to different after 
treatments concerning structure, colour or embroidery etc. 
Monotype pattern (direct pattern) is a way of making a decoration/pattern during 
weaving, crafting or making tapestry etc. 
Reported pattern is a decoration/pattern that in advanced is prepared for mechanical 
conditions, reports etc.

An example of a textile pattern that fits into the “plain weave” category is the burn-out 
(Ausbrenner) technique. It is a design technique where a plain weave is exposed to 
chemicals and parts of the fibres are removed so that transparent “see through” parts in the 
textile pattern appear.

Using heat to create textile patterns is not a common way of designing a textile pattern, but 
there is an existing burning process that acts as a textile finishing processes. In this 
combustion process gas and oxygen is used to burn away fibre ends on textile surfaces 
(Wynne 1997). This burning process is used rather for tactile effects than for visual.

Dynamic textile pattern design 
The textile patterns described above are all examples of textile patterns that are designed to 
keep the same colour and pre-designed shape during use. That is a quality of the textile 
pattern that most of us take for granted and can be described as a static textile pattern 



(Landin & Worbin 2004). This way of designing textile patterns is changing and today’s 
textile designers begin to design for a variety of patterns in the same fabric. The opposite of 
a static textile pattern is a dynamic textile pattern. Designing for dynamic textile patterns is 
made possible by fibres with new qualities. Today, a fibre in a textile structure can emit 
and transmit light, receive and transport electric signals or change colour due to 
environmental conditions like temperature, light or moisture. There are also other new 
upcoming technologies concerning visual changes and expressions, like the electrochromic 
colours. This technique is now available to apply on paper where the electrochromic colour 
changes expression due to a low voltage.

By designing textile patterns using these new fibres, information from the environment can 
be shown in a textile. It is also possible to integrate computational technology in a textile to 
add temporal appearance. Just as any textile material, computational technology can be 
seen as a design material for expressiveness and aesthetics (Hallnäs et al. 2002).

Some example of dynamic textile pattern is the Hydra and Running Plaid etc. (International 
Fashions Machines 2003-2008), Photonic Textiles (Philips Research 2008). More examples 
of dynamic textile patterns are exemplified by the former group Play Research (at The 
Interactive Institute, 2002-2004) and are presented in the book IT+Textiles (Redström, M, 
Redström, J & Maze 2005). A project where conductive materials have been used to sense 
the environment and to function as data buses (to transport data) are for example in the 
Intelligent garment project/Smart Shirt (Georgia Tech Wearable Motherboard) at Georgia 
Institute of Technology, USA.

Some of the new textile inventions are slowly finding there way to commercial products 
and applications on the market. Industrially produced products that are available today are 
for example found in areas like workwear, sportswear and applications for information 
technology, accessories and home furnishings. There are also textile products available 
with integrated light. Examples on handbags and tablecloths with light can be found at 
Luminex (Luminex 2008).  

Most dynamic textile patterns are made to change expression in a reversible way, they 
always return to the origin aesthetic expression. Another way of designing dynamic textile 
patterns is in an irreversible way. An irreversible textile pattern changes expression and 
does not return to its original aesthetic expression. That way of designing a pattern is 
exemplified by the textile pattern designed in this project.

To get a better overview of how to design with new materials we suggest updating Geijer’s 
work by adding a new category. Geijer made her classification regarding traditional textile 
patterns, and we now need to relate and update this classification to dynamic textile 
patterns with a new heading:

Dynamic textile pattern is a textile pattern that is pre-designed to change expression due 
to environmental and/or computational conditions.  

We also suggest two sub headings to the new category. Designing a dynamic textile pattern 
is in many ways similar to traditional reported pattern making, with regard to the planning 
and preparations made in advanced concerning the production. But the design of a dynamic 
textile pattern differs.
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Sub headings: 
Reversible dynamic textile patterns are textile patterns that change expression due to 
environmental or computational stimuli and always return to an original aesthetic 
expression. There is a starting point with x numbers of possible aesthetic variations.

Irreversible dynamic textile patterns are textile patterns that change expression due to 
environmental or computational stimuli and that do not return to an original aesthetic 
expression. The aesthetic expression is built up (or torn down) during use. 

We suggest adding the new category with two sub headings to Geijer’s classification in the 
following way: 

Dynamic
 textile pattern 

Traditional
textile pattern 

Reversible  Irreversible 

Plain weave 
   

Monotype
pattern

(direct pattern) 

   

Reported
pattern

   

A textile pattern will in this way be classified in at least two categories (for example as a 
plain weave and a dynamic reversible textile pattern).

Experiments
Material
We have been searching for materials that react in different ways when being heated or 
burned. We have looked for diversity in reactions, both visual reactions like in what way a 
material melts or changes colour, but also at what time a material starts to burn out and 
how fast. These reactions are depending on a range of factors such as the textile 
construction, the amount of voltage applied, the access of oxygen in the environment etc. 
The smell and the smoke of the material heated or burned are also things we have observed 
and considered when choosing what materials to go further with. 
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In the experiments made, a high resistance heating wire, Kanthal has been used (Kanthal 
2008). The wire is a metal alloy, and due to its high resistance the wire gets warm when 
sufficient voltage is applied. The wire is commonly used as a heating source in electric 
household appliances e.g. ovens and hairdryers and as heating elements in industrial 
furnaces and processes.  

Due to its good conductive properties, copper wire was also used in the experiments. The 
copper were embroidered and connected to the Kanthal wire in the textile, so that parallel 
connections were constructed. A voltage was applied to the copper threads that lead the 
voltage to the heating wire in the textile.  

Knitted structures
The knitted textiles were made in a single jersey circular knitting machine. The heating 
wire was knitted together with different traditional textile materials. The same knitting 
structure was used in all samples. All samples were knitted with white (bleached and 
unbleached) yarn, except for the Kevlar yarn that is yellow in itself. Twelve different 
samples with different combinations of materials were knitted. In the samples Kanthal 
heating wire was knitted in combination with different combinations of: cotton, wool, 
viscose, polyester and Kevlar.

Experimental setup
In the experiments we wanted to explore and compare the behaviour and expression of the 
different textiles when heating the Kanthal wire. The same procedure was applied on all 
textiles. The textiles were fastened on frames about 20 x 20 cm, so that small scale 
experiments could be carried out. Two copper wires were embroidered onto all the textiles 
to construct parallel connections with the heating wires in the knitted piece. The frames 
were placed in a fume cupboard at IFP Research, and a voltage from 12-15 V was applied 
to the two copper wires for 2-4 minutes on each textile.   
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Result of experiments
As the heating wire gets warm, it gets red hot and starts to glow. The heating wire leaves 
traces as patterns in the textile it is knitted together with. In the experiment the pattern 
shifted from yellow to brown to almost black. Different textiles showed different 
behaviour. Some textiles started to burn or glow after showing a brown or black pattern. 
Some textiles melted and in others holes that almost looked like cuts along the heating wire 
appeared. The experiment showed that the expression of the burned out pattern depended 
on the material, the structure, how much voltage that was applied and for how long time the 
power was on.
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Material combinations and observations 

1. Cotton – Wool – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. a light 
shade of brown appears in the 
textile. The pattern gets darker 
as the voltage increases to 15 
V. After 2 min. the pattern is 
really dark brown and smoke 
appears that smells of burned 
bread.
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2: Wool – Wool – Kanthal 
Smoke appears almost 
immediately. At 12 V and 30 
sec. small colourless holes 
appear. The holes grow 
bigger at two min. and at 15 
V and just over 3 min. a 
stronger smoke is seen. At 3 
min. and 30 sec. the textile 
splits as the holes become 
cuts. The cuts have a dark 
colour.
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3: Wool – Viscose – Kanthal 
Smoke appears immediately. 
At 12 V and 30 sec. some small 
holes appear and a very dark 
pattern is seen. The holes grow 
bigger and a strong smoke is 
seen at 2 min. and 15 V.  
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4: Cotton – Viscose – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. a weak light 
brown pattern is seen and some 
smoke that smells of wet dog! At 
2 min. some holes have appeared 
and the pattern is still weak. At 
15 V and 3 min. and 30 sec. the 
textile smokes more and a darker 
pattern appears.
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5: Viscose – Viscose – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. some holes 
and a weak pattern is seen. At 2 
min. and 15 V a darker pattern 
appears and a strong smoke that 
smells like burned paper 
develops. After some seconds the 
textile around the heating wire 
starts to glow and is burned. The 
glowing stops after a little while. 
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6: Viscose – Polyester – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. a pattern is 
seen and holes appear. At 2 min. 
and 15 V smoke and a dark pattern 
have slowly appeared.
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7: Polyester – Cotton – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. small holes 
and a weak brown pattern is 
seen. At 15 V and 2 min. the 
holes have grown bigger. 
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8: Polyester – Wool – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. the heating
wire has melt out of the textile.  
Quite big holes can be seen and 
irregular brown dots have 
appeared. At 2 min. and 15 V 
smoke can be seen and the holes 
have become long cuts. Some 
glowing in the material can be 
seen. Since most of the Kanthal 
has melted out of the material, 
nothing more happens. 
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9: Polyester – Polyester – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. the Kanthal is 
melting out of the textile. Small 
holes appear. At 15 V and 2 min. 
more holes have appeared and the 
textile is melting around the Kanthal. 
The soft material shows small melted 
dots in the burned edges. 
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10: Kevlar – Polyester – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. a dark yellow 
pattern around the heating wire is 
seen. The smell appears to be a 
little “chemical” and small holes 
can be seen. At 1 min. and 15 V 
the textile melts and the pattern is 
darker yellow. 
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11: Kevlar – Cotton – Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. the textile 
smokes and a light brown pattern 
is seen. At 18 V the pattern 
becomes darker.  
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12: Cotton-Cotton- Kanthal 
At 12 V and 30 sec. the white 
cotton changes colour to light 
brown.
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Concluding remarks
New design variables for designing dynamic textile patterns 
This new way of adding a dynamic behaviour to a textile pattern is changing the design 
process and the making and use of a textile pattern. Some new design variables have 
therefore been identified. The textile patterns made in this project are designed directly in 
the construction of the knitted structure as reported patterns. The pattern is depending of 
the combination of the knitted heating wires and the embroidered cupper yarn. The 
expected, irreversible textile pattern can not be seen until the electronics are implemented 
and turned on for a first time. When power is turned on the pattern starts to change 
expression and will not return to its original appearance. It will change over time, and for 
example a square may appear and grow into stripes, lines may grow and change a whole 
surface into another colour etc.  

Traditional design variables can be found for example on construction plans for 
manufacturing a textile. There you will find all specific data that is needed when producing 
a specific textile. For example colour is a given variable when designing. Traditionally it is 
describing one specific colour, for example red. But when designing a dynamic textile 
pattern, the colour has the ability to change. With that changes also the meaning of the 
variable colour. If it is a dynamic textile pattern that is designed, it might be better to 
describe it in words like: red colour outdoors and white indoor, as an example. 
New design dimensions when designing dynamic textile patterns introduce new design 
variables:
The temporal dimensions introduce new variables, and due to the non chemical burn-out 
design technique we have to consider: 
- When will the power be turned on and off? 
- For how long time will the power be kept on or off?  
- What voltage should be used? 
The spatial dimensions introduce new variables, and due to the non-chemical burn-out 
design technique we have to consider: 
- In what way should the context influence a visual change? In this case, things like the 
amount of oxygen, the position of the textile (hanging or laying) is of relevance.
Construction and aesthetic expression 
When designing for changing qualities due to the non-chemical burn out design technique 
we also need to consider for example: 
- How many different inherent textile patterns can be visualized in the textile? 
- Do we want the changing expression to be obvious or subtle? 
- Can we construct the textile to break at a specific part? 
- How may the textile circuits and material stand or break at a specific voltage?  
When combining new material and traditional material, all traditional qualities in relation 
to new variables are expressed in a number of ways. Some main aesthetical and visual 
reactions in the non-chemical burn-out technique that we have observed are:
- Cotton: changes colour from white to light brown further on to dark brown 
- Wool: holes appear in the textile 
- Viscose: some holes appear when the material “disintegrates” and colour change from 
light brown to dark brown 
- Polyester: the soft material turns into hard dots and holes appear when the material is 
melting 
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New techniques for making textile patterns 
When this dynamic irreversible textile pattern is produced it looks like a traditional textile. 
For example it may look like a single coloured plain weave or a small structured knitted 
textile. The textile pattern does not appear until turning a power supply connected to the 
textile on or off. In this project we aim to integrate computational technology, where a 
computer is programmed to control the power in the textile circuits. After the textile is 
made, the electronics need to be applied and computer programs need to be written. When 
the program starts to run it affects the textile and visualises a change of expression. 

By using conductivity as a kind of “toaster” a pattern appears and the result can be seen as 
a new technique for making textile patterns in a non-chemical way. With this burn-out 
technique both traditional and dynamic textile patterns can be designed. A new technique 
changes the steps in a design process and that is one of the things we want to explore in this 
project.
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Experimental design application 
From the experiments with the knitted textile burn outs, there were mainly three different 
distinct aesthetical expressions of the textile samples that could be observed. The materials 
melted, split or changed colour when a voltage was connected to the heating wire. Some 
samples showed more distinct behaviour and expression than others, due to the material 
combination. For this project three samples were found more interesting, and one of them, 
cotton, was chosen to develop for future work.

As a next step to explore this new design technique, we aim to design an experimental 
design application; a table-cloth reacting on mobile phone signals.
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ABSTRACT 
In this practice-based experimental design 
research project a tablecloth reacting on external 
signals is designed. The tablecloth is connected to 
mobile phones and reacts to incoming calls and 
messages with burned out patterns. Due to the 
mobile phone activity, changes in colour and 
structure appear in the table-cloth. 

The tablecloth is a way to explore visual and 
tactile changes in a textile surface. It is also a way 
to investigate how our relation to mobile phones 
and mobile phone technology is affected by the 
way the phones are being expressed.           

Keywords
Dynamic textile patterns, burn-out patterns, 
knitted circuits, textiles and mobile phones

INTRODUCTION
Imagine that the table is set and dinner is ready. 
It’s time to sit down and share the moment. That 

is what we do also in terms of sharing a one time 
pattern change in the tablecloth, and in terms of 
sharing each others’ mobile phone activity. 
Incoming phone calls and messages are not 
notified by the phones themselves, but through a 
burned out pattern in the tablecloth, in between 
our plates. 
The overall aim is to explore different materials, 
material combinations and techniques for 
developing textile circuits and designing dynamic 
textile patterns. The tablecloth described in this 
paper acts as a medium for raising questions 
about construction and material issues, how 
different parameters like ways of knitting the 
heating wires, the time and power used for the 
burn-outs etc. affect the expression of visual and 
tactile changes in a textile surface. It is a design 
example of research into three fields, knitted 
circuits, textile patterns and peoples’ relation to 
computational technology, all discussed in this 
paper.
Today, in many countries and cultures, to meet 
other people also in some sense implies to meet 
their mobile phones; the acceptance of audible 
phone signals is often high. Even though people 
relate to their phones in different ways, we notice 
that different kinds of mobile phone cultures have 
developed in different countries as well as in 
different companies and circles of friends. 
Compare for example the number of phone 
signals and phone conversations you hear on a 
train between Stockholm and Gothenburg with a 
train between Kyoto and Tokyo; in the latter 
example you will probably not experience many 
audio phone signals at all. In Europe, we 
nowadays are rather used to conversations 
being_interrupted, anywhere at any time, by 
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someone that is not present who wants to talk to 
one of us.
Textile-based computing and textile-based 
circuitry allows the integration of interactive 
elements into furniture, wearable computing etc. 
[15]. Some yarns and after-treatments are today 
manufactured to sense and react to environmental 
stimuli, be conductive or to emit light etc. 
Compared to more traditional textile material 
qualities, this poses new challenges for the textile 
design profession. The tablecloth described is a 
further development of the non-chemical burn-out 
(Ausbrenner) design technique for irreversible 
textile patterns [14].
A collection of single coloured tablecloths has 
been designed. The tablecloths end up with a 
different number of burned out checks. The 
checks are designed to appear one at the time, and 
it is not clear when, or if, all the checks will be 
visualized. The pattern that appears is dynamic 
and irreversible; it does not change back to its 
original appearance. The checks vary in shade, 
size and eventually also structure. The burn-out 
pattern is inspired by earlier experimental textile 
design works, both our own and others. One 
example is the textile pattern “Striped and 
Checked” [20]. “Striped and Checked” (see 
Figure 1) is a weave consisting of both traditional 
and conductive yarns, screen-printed with 
thermo-chromatic colours. Cotton and carbon 
yarn were used in the weft, and the warp consists 
of cotton yarn. Electricity is lead out to the 
carbon yarn by a peeled electrical cable. The 
carbon yarn is constructed as a parallel 
connection that was made by hand after weaving 
the textile. The construction of the parallel 
connection was made so that sometimes 
unintended spark formation appeared. When 
turning on the power, the sparks made the textile 
start to glow and/or burn so that burn marks could 
be seen. Those burn marks raised our interest.  

Figure 1.

Other inspiration is work made at Nuno 
Corporation lead by the textile designer Reiko 
Sudo where several technical and artistic skilled 
textiles are designed. One is “Karadaki” made of 
100% stainless steel. The textile and the design 
process are described as follows:  

“We used stainless steel yarns developed by a 
Japanese tyre manufacturer for reinforcing their 
radial tyres, and wove an otherwise ordinary 
cloth. Then, inspired by how cookpans discolour 
over open flamed, we took a gas burner to our 
fabric, and watched as it took on brilliant 
metallic lustres” [11].   

Nuno has also made textiles out of maize and 
other grains, to develop a biodegradable plastic. 
This textile is highly susceptible to heat, and after 
“toasting” the fabric it gives a smell of maize 
[11].

EXPERIMENTS 
In the era of smart textiles design, the amount of 
new applications and textile products where 
metals are a part is growing. Due to the 
development in the area of new yarns and fibres 
with electro-conductive properties the area of 
conductive textiles have, during the last years, 
been under investigation. Many textile 
applications in this area are developed for 
generating heat and for the use as electrical 
conductors [16]. The need for experiments and 
research in this area is still big, and this project 
shows an example of a textile that is knitted with 
a heating wire and a cotton yarn. Knitting with 
metals is possible by modern knitting machines 
like the flat-bed knitting machine used in this 
project [17]. This machine is able to handle the 
knitting of stiff materials, like monofilament 
metals. 
Material Experiments
In the first experiments heating wires were 
knitted together with a range of different 
traditional textile materials (such as cotton, 
viscose, polyester etc.) in different structures. 
When electricity is applied, the heating wires 
leave burned out patterns in the traditional textile 
material (see Figure 2). In the first experiments 
we looked for textile materials that showed 
different expressions and reactions when being 
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burned. We looked for diversity in reactions, both 
visual reactions (material melting, changing 
colours, burning/glowing etc) and reactions 
regarding time (how fast and in what way a 
material changes expression). In what way a 
material reacts when heated depends on a range 
of factors such as the textile construction, amount 
of voltage and burning time etc. [14].  
All conductive materials get warm when 
sufficient power is applied, but the Kanthal 
heating wires used in the tablecloth are designed 
to glow and not to break when heated to a 
sufficient temperature. Kanthal heating wires is 
normally used as heating elements in household 
products such as toasters and hair-dryers [7].
   

Figure 2. 

Knitting-Experiments
Several knitting structures where made as 
experiments when designing the knitted structure 
of the tablecloth. Every stitch of the heating wire 
is visualized and can be seen as a dark pattern or 
a hole in the cotton when the tablecloth is 
activated by being connected to power. Different 
ways of knitting give different burned out 
patterns in the textile when it is heated. When the 
heating wire is knitted every fourth stitch, a burn-
out pattern appears as dots in the cotton (see 
Figure 3). When knitted every second stitch, the 
burn-out pattern is almost perceived like a dark 

line or a cut in the textile material (see Figure 4). 
For the tablecloth the heating wire is knitted so 
that distinct lines are seen when it is connected to 
power.

Figure 3.

Figure 4. 

The visual and tactile expressions of the electrical 
burn-outs are depending on a range of things. The 
textile material, what electrical effect and time 
used for burning are just some facts that influence 
the pattern and structure of the burn-outs. For 
example, if the power is on for a short while, a 
dark coloured pattern can be seen in the textile. If 
the power is on for a longer while, cuts with dark 
edges appear. The visual and tactile expression of 
the electrical burn-outs is also highly depending 
on in what way the heating wire and cotton was 
knitted. The way the textile was knitted becomes 
obvious when it is heated, as the heating wire 
leaves traces in the textile material, the cotton.  

CONSTRUCTION 
The table is set and we are ready for dinner. 
There will most likely be phone activity during 
the dinner, but we will not hear it. We will 
instead notice the mobile phone activity as burned 
out patterns in the tablecloth. Each call, text 
message or other activity will trigger a square 
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pattern in the textile. We do not know which 
phone is calling, and we do not know exactly 
what will happen with the tablecloth; will it 
change colour, structure or maybe start burning? 
What we do know, is that the expression of the 
textile pattern depends on the phones activity, and 
the more activity the more burned out squares 
will appear.  

The tablecloth is knitted as a plain knit where 
cotton yarn is knitted together with a heating wire 
and a semi-transparent monofilament. Afterwards 
copper was embroidered to parallel connect the 
heating wire into square sections. The heating 
wire and the monofilament yarn are knitted as a 
reported pattern in sections. The heating wire is 
used for the burn-outs and the copper yarn for 
creating parallel connections and to lead out 

electricity to specific sections in the tablecloth 
(see Figure 5). The function of the monofilament 
yarn is to create a similar expression in the areas 
where the heating wire not is knitted. The heating 
wire could not be knitted in all sections, since 
areas for the embroidery of the cupper wire were 
needed, not to create shortcuts between the 
copper and the heating wire. 

Figure 5.
Until the pattern from the electrical burn-outs 
shows, it is hard to distinguish the heating wire 
from the monofilament in the textile. When the 
table-cloth is activated, the patterns from the 
electrical burn-outs reveal the sections of where 
the heating wire is knitted. 
The tablecloth is connected to a micro-controller 
that mutes connected mobiles and checks whether 
there are any incoming calls and messages. If the 
answer is positive, the micro-controller turns the 
power on in different circuits (the heating wires) 
in the tablecloth. For how long time the power 
will be on, and what number of circuits will be 
affected, depend on whether it is a phone call or a 
text message coming in. It also depends on 
whether the caller or sender is known. If for 
example the caller’s or sender’s phone number is 
linked to a name in the phonebook, the burning 
effect is stronger than if it is not. Several 
messages or phone calls from the same person 
also have a stronger burning effect, whereas 
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several messages or calls from different persons 
affect a bigger area in the tablecloth.  
The chip is programmed so that you do not know 
where the phone activity might be displayed in 
the tablecloth. The tablecloth is knitted in such 
way that you will not be able to identify possible 
areas of activity (burn-outs). We have also 
included some semi-randomness in the program. 
Therefore it is impossible, even for us as 
designers, to foresee when and where the pattern 
change will take place. The chance that there will 
be two table cloths that end up looking the same 
is very small.  

TEXTILES AND MOBILE PHONES 
The burning tablecloth changes the way mobile 
phones are being expressed. Instead of sound, 
vibration or light signals, incoming phone calls 
and text messages are expressed by burned out 
pattern changes. Instead of expressing one signal 
per mobile phone, the tablecloth will put all 
phone events together so that there is no 
difference from your phone ringing or mine. This 
is meant to accentuate the social setting around 
the table, to see what happens if we value and 
express all incomings calls and messages in the 
same way to all people present. Accordingly, 
people who call or send messages to the people 
around the table are not neglected, even though 
all mobile phones are muted and vibrators are 
switched off. Their contact attempts are instead 
expressed in another way. 

To sit down and “use” the burning tablecloth is to 
appreciate the moment in situ in an explicit way. 
This is due to two things; firstly the participants 

prioritize people present higher than people not 
present who might call or send messages, since 
the pattern changes are more indistinct than what 
a phone signal usually can be. And secondly the 
pattern is irreversible; it will be set during one 
occasion only, and thereafter it will wear traces 
from it. We wanted to transform phone signals, 
like tunes and vibrations, to something that could 
be more of a benefit in a social context. In other 
words one could say that we use peoples’ 
communication attempts as textile patterns to 
embellish the moment. 

This tablecloth is a sequel to the fabrication bag 
(see Figure 6) where incoming phone signals 
were translated into colour changes on the outside 
of a bag [9]. The tablecloth and the fabrication 
bag are both experimental explorations on 
dynamic and changing patterns, and also on how 
expressions are related to peoples’ interaction 
with and relation to computational artefacts. The 
main differences between the two objects from 
our point of view are that: 

- the pattern of the fabrication bag is dynamic and 
reversible, it can vary back and forth using 
thermo-chromic dye and heating elements. The 
pattern of the tablecloth is irreversible; it changes 
in only one direction, being more and more burnt 
since it can not change back. 

 - the pattern changes of the tablecloth are tactile 
in another sense than the changes of the 
fabrication bag. Both the fabrication bag and the 
tablecloth change temperature, but the tablecloth 
is also able to change structure. 

- with the fabrication bag the focus was only on 
using one mobile phone, while with the tablecloth 
we have a social setting with several phones, and 
the experience is made to be shared.  
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Figure 6. 

Mobile phones are made to notify us about 
communication attempts and they do it most often 
with a tune or vibrations, or with the sound of the 
vibrator. If we do not want to be notified in that 
way we are able to mute the phone and switch off 
the vibrator (if not switch the phone off 
completely.) With the tablecloth and the 
fabrication bag we wanted to investigate if there 
could be anything in between, in between an 
unmistakable audible tune and silence and in 
between unmistakable tangible vibrations and 
stillness. That is to through design see if we can 
make it easier for people to choose from one 
moment to the next whether they want to be 
notified or not, i.e. if it is possible to let people 
decide whether they are interested in being 
notified, so that it is not just for the technology to 
“decide”. Therefore we made the notifications 
more ambiguous and of another kind so that 
people have to choose how to interpret them. In 
the fabrication bag this is made both by making 
the signals of incoming phone calls and messages 
much more discreet, and by not only displaying 
an incoming phone call while it is going on, but 
also to display events that have happened. In the 
tablecloth the ambiguousness is not that much 
about discretion, instead it has to do with merging 
several phone signals into a compounded pattern. 

The bag is made so that you can learn how to 
interpret it to some extent. Sometimes when it has 
been demonstrated without explaining in detail in 
what way the pattern change, people could not 
see it. To us the change of pattern was obvious. If 
you would use it for a week, you would probably 

learn how to interpret the pattern changes. You 
might for example learn that unread messages are 
displayed in another way than unanswered phone 
calls etc.

The use of the fabrication bag and the tablecloth 
is very different. The fabrication bag was made to 
be a complement to a mobile phone – when you 
do not want to turn the phone off but do not see it 
as a catastrophe if you miss a phone call either. 
The tablecloth on the other hand is made to be 
used actively only during a couple of hours on a 
specific occasion, after that it can be treated as a 
wall-hanging. Hence, the tablecloth is not made 
in such way there is a point learning how to 
interpret it, as with the fabrication bag. Incoming 
phone calls and messages are more directly 
displayed, at the same time they take place. If 
there is an incoming phone call that event will be 
displayed as it is going on, and a message will 
make the cloth burn at some place instantly, not 
echo also afterwards as in the case of the 
fabrication bag. The bag was made so that you 
can take a glance at it and if you think you see 
some colour changes you can start to wonder if 
that means that someone are calling you right 
now or if someone had called you earlier on etc. 
Depending on how interested you are and how 
important an eventual phone call or message is 
for you in this exact moment you can decide 
whether to pick the phone up and get the answer. 
The tablecloth is not made in that way. The cloth 
is not made to be as ambiguous as the bag is 
when it comes to the displaying of mobile phone 
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events. However, as said, the tablecloth will not 
give any hints about whose mobile is ringing or if 
there are several calls at the same time etc, which 
means that it is more ambiguous in that sense. 
The focus is accordingly not so much on peoples’ 
choice of interpretation, but on how they relate to 
the social context.  

To make a tablecloth with the burning textile 
pattern is an experimental way of looking into 
how the way things are expressed to us might 
affect how we relate to them and interact with 
them. This is in line with conceptual and critical 
design that asks question rather than providing 
the final answer to a problem [cf. 3,4,5,6,8,]. The 
fabrication bag questions our dependency on our 
mobile phones, whereas the tablecloth questions 
how we value different kind of social contacts.

TEXTILE PATTERNS  
The checked pattern that appears in the tablecloth 
is visual and tactile. The pattern is meant to be 
decorative and to carry some kind of information.  
Tactility in textile patterns  
Together with the senses of smell and taste, touch 
is traditionally seen as a secondary or “lower” 
sense in the history of aesthetics [2]. But in 
interaction design, where interfaces often consist 
of for example hand or body movement 
controlled input for electronically based products, 
touch is a highly relevant sense. There are also 
several examples of haptic interfaces for output 
(actuators) [10]. Nima Motamedi argues that 
touch is a neglected sense and discuss how 
tactility can be incorporated in the aesthetics of 
interaction [13]. As examples for discussion, she 
presents two design projects on that theme. “Keep 
in touch” is a networked fabric touch screen 
designed to create tactile experiences for couples 
in long distance relationships [12]. The other 
project, “Stay in touch”, is an interactive 
installation consisting of a fabric wall, where two 
strangers are able to touch and feel each other 
through the fabric [13]. 

In textile design tactility is of course of great 
interest as well. Apart from the visual 
impressions of a textile, the sense of touch gives 

another dimension to the experience of the 
material and structure. 
Handmade versus Information-made 
The difference between the expression of a 
handmade textile and the expression of an 
industrially produced textile is huge. The 
expectations of industrially produced textiles are 
perfect similarity in colour and shades. When a 
handmade textile is created, the trace of the hand 
may cause small errors in the shape of variations 
in shade and structure. The small errors bear 
witness of the hand making the textile, and 
compared to an industrial produced textile the 
handmade piece tells another story.  The 
tablecloth made in this project is industrially 
knitted, and during use a pattern is added, a 
pattern that also tells a story. Not a story about 
the production facilities, but about the user.

The tablecloth changes expression during use. 
The textile material appears as different things at 
different times. At first it is a raw material, a 
fabric that is industrially produced. When using 
the tablecloth on a specific occasion, a pattern is 
added. The tablecloth’s pattern ends up with 
qualities similar to a handmade textile. 

Just like picking a specific plant to use for dyeing 
a textile with a certain colour, we pick and use 
information for turning power on and off in the 
tablecloth. The result gives a specific expression, 
the electrical burn-out pattern. 

The aesthetic expression of a traditional static 
textile pattern depends on its aim and use. It 
depends on whether it should be seen from a 
distance or close. The same is for the tablecloth’s 
pattern, but some new design parameters are 
added. The pattern is changing and will be 
viewed before, during or after the changes.

Textile patterns have always been reflecting 
society, technology and trends. Traditional wall-
hangings and tapestries exemplify textile 
decorations as story-tellers or as statements 
concerning culture, the political situation etc. [1]. 
The pattern on the tablecloth could be seen as an 
updated version of a traditional wall-hanging, in 
the sense of the textile expression relating to a 
specific occasion, or story. Compared to 
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traditional wall-hangings, the tablecloth tells a 
story a bit up side down. Instead of materializing 
statements or thoughts in a static way, the 
tablecloth incorporates the actual user situation to 
express that moment.  

In Sweden, embroidered wall-hangings telling 
romantic or political statements were common 
during the 20th century, and they are still 
decorating many kitchen walls (see Figure 7). 
Some examples of these statements are:    

”Mitt hem är vårsol i vintertid, mitt hem är vila i 
arbetstid” 
(”My home is the sun in cold winter times, my 
home is rest in hard working times”) 
“Tvätta dig om hand och nos, så blir du vacker 
som en ros.” 
(”Wash your hands and wash your nose, and 
you’ll be pretty as a rose”)    

”Fågeln söker fäste, människan bygger bo, eget 
lilla näste, är den bästa ro”   
(”The birds search for foothold, the man builds a 
home, Your own little nest gives the best of rest”) 

In these wall-hangings, the pattern is static. 
Someone has embodied a thought or a statement, 
and the image is readable and precise. In the 
tablecloth, everyday conversations and specific 
information are turned into something abstract, 
the pattern has an unfamiliar aesthetic expression. 
It may at a first glance not tell much about the 
users or designers, and it is supposed to be clear 
that it is not a traditional static textile pattern. 

The implication of the tablecloth is to use 
invisible and temporal conversations to build a 
pattern. Just like the implication of traditional 
static wall hangings, the tablecloth is a “modern” 
way of showing to myself and others what 
relations to information and communication in 
today’s society may be about.  

The textile designed got the shape of a tablecloth 
because we wanted a surface that was close to an 
everyday activity. The meal and the conversation, 
the disturbance from mobile phones are used and  
turned into decorative elements.

Figure 7. Wall-hanging embroidered by Karin 
Karlsson around 1970.

CONCLUSION
The result is a design example of a new design 
technique where we, in a non-chemical way, can 
design dynamic textile patterns. We want to give 
traditional textile materials and patterns updated 
status and use. We also give an example of 
communicating in a more aesthetic way. 

By designing in this fashion we learn more about 
material combinations and constructions. We also 
explore how to use for example voltage and time 
as design variables and in what way information 
and aesthetics could collaborate.   
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ABSTRACT 

A collection of three different knitted material prototypes with structure-changing surfaces 
have been designed. The collection is named “Touching Loops” and is the result of an 
exploration in interactive tactile properties for knitted textiles. As a first experiment, different 
yarns were tried out for their ability to change structure due to heat in several knitted 
constructions. The experiment resulted in three different material prototypes with the ability 
to sense touch and react by shrinking, breaking or hardening. The aim of the project is to 
explore new possibilities for interactive tactile knitted materials and structures. In the 
discussion we relate to these textile structures as possible materials in the context of 
architecture.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The sense of touch is an important feature in both interaction design and textile design. In 
interaction design tactility is used as a functional asset to control an interface. There are 
several examples of how you need to use your body for this purpose; such as pressing a button 
to answer to your mobile phone but also where your whole body is needed to control 
interfaces for electronically based products, for example when playing computer games.  
The importance of tactile sensing in textile design is also essential but it refers to different 
values compared to interaction design. Used as main material in the first forms of archetypal 
inhabitation or as body covering, our special relation to textiles has a long history that is based 
on tactile emotions and the feeling of protection. In relation to our body, textiles are meant to 
be worn or to ensure our comfort when placed on furniture. Besides the feeling of comfort 
that comes from their softness, tactility in textiles also refers to the quality of the material to 
raise an emotional value when the human body gets in contact with it. The softness of the 
material and the diverse tactile perceptions of a textile surface are based on the structural 
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design and on the properties of the yarns combined in the textile structure. The wide 
possibility to vary the structure of the material and the combination of yarns makes textiles an 
ideal support to integrate complex functions along side with their protective role.  
The recent development in the area of interactive textiles that combine the softness of the 
material with its capacity to sense and respond has brought textile design close to the 
discipline of interaction design. Combining interactive and tactile properties in textiles offers 
new possibilities to design interfaces. By using conductive yarns and electronic components, 
computationally active textiles can be designed (Post et al. 2000) such as soft interfaces that 
react to the user’s stimuli. With the ability to change the structure, temperature or form, 
textiles are able to react on different kinds of input that makes it possible to experience 
different kind of information in textile materials.  
An example of a project that has explored the idea of transforming textiles is the design of the 
dresses “Kukkia and Vilkas”. In this project, a shape memory alloy has been integrated into 
two kinetic electronic garments that are able to change shape over time (Berzowska & Coelho 
2005). Another example in this area of research comes from the Tangible Media Group at 
MIT Media Lab, that have designed an interactive membrane coupling tactile- kinaesthetic 
input with tactile and visual output. The membrane consists of an array of individual actuators 
that use changes in orientation to display images or physical gestures (Raffle et al. 2004).  

This paper reports on an experimental project where a textile material able to sense and to 
respond to external stimuli has been designed. The aim of the research has been to explore 
new possibilities for tactile and interactive properties in knitted textile materials and 
structures.

2. EXPERIMENTS AND MATERIAL PROTOTYPES 

The project started out with a first material experiment where material with properties capable 
to change shape was searched for. Several knitted pieces were made and their abilities to 
generate heat and change shape were tried out. The experiment resulted in three different 
material prototypes connected to a power source and a microcontroller. The prototypes are 
able to sense touch and to react by being heated and change shape.  

2.1 Knitting construction 

The research investigates the integration of conductive yarns and heat-changeable materials in 
a textile structural technique such as knitting using structural and Jacquard patterns. 
Aesthetics have been combined with functionality in order to explore different tactile feelings 
given by the structural patterns and in the same time to investigate the integration of 
conductive and heat-transformable yarns that could work together with the knitted patterns.  
The developing process meant programming the patterns for the industrial machine Stoll CMS 
330 TC in such a way that the conductive silver yarns also play an important part in the 
material’s aesthetics besides their function to emit heat. The transformable yarns were subtly 
integrated into the bindings to react to heat when the material was touched.  
The result of the process consists in three knitted pieces that are able to transform in different 
ways due to the different properties of the integrated yarns and to the emitted heat as reaction 
to the passage of the current trough the conductive yarns. The silver coated copper yarn used 
is a conductive yarn that should not change the elastic quality of the material and in the same 
time be a high conductive material that will not necessitate high intensity of electrical current. 
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2.1.1 First prototype 

2.1.2 Second prototype  

In the second sample a three colour Jacquard pattern combines shrinking polyester 
monofilament 14%, a Grilon VLT fusible yarn and a silver coated copper yarn. This piece 
reacts to heat by breaking and shrinking. The binding was programmed so that the lines of 
three colour Jacquard Net 1X3 are split by rows of plain knit with monofilament. The decision 
was made in order to control the position of the rows of conductive yarns on the wrong side of 
the material and to minimise the waste of the conductive yarn. When current is applied, the 
loops of conductive yarn on the right side of the material become hot which causes the 
bonding yarn to melt on the segment where they meet.  

The first piece combines a silver coated 
copper yarn and Pemotex yarn in a structural
pattern. The ridge pattern knitted in both beds 
is interrupted in the repeat by the plain knit in 
order to have different tactile properties. In 
this way the conductive yarn passes from the 
front bed in plain knit in the second bed in 
ridge structure causing different grades of 
shrinkage and a more dramatic effect on the 
ridge pattern. 

Figure 1: Part of the binding showing the 
distribution of the yarns. The yellow thread 
represents Pemotex yarn, and the blue thread the 
conductive yarn. 

Figure 2: The structure before and after heating. 

Figure 3: The structure before and after heating. 
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2.1.3 Third prototype  

2.2 Heating the textiles 

In the first experiment, several small textile samples were tested for shape changing properties 
due to heat. A power supply able to provide 30 Volts and 5 Ampere was used and different 
ways of connecting the power source to the textiles were tested. The power supply was 
connected by crocodile clips directly into the conductive yarns in the textile. When turning the 
power on, the conductive yarns become hot and affect the shape-changing material in the 
textile structure. The textile samples respond to heat in different ways by shrinking, breaking 
or hardening. Depending on how many stripes of conductive yarns that are connected to a 
textile, how long row that is connected, the type of connection (serial or parallel), the power 
that is supplied and for how long, the textiles respond in subtle or clear ways. The most 

Figure 4: Part of the binding showing the 
distribution of the yarns. The white thread
represents the polyester monofilament, the black 
thread represents the conductive yarn and the red 
thread the Grilon VLT.  

The third piece is constructed using a 
combined pattern containing partial knitting 
and ridge structures. Three yarn feeders are 
used. The yarns used are a shrinking 
Pemotex, a Grilon K-85 bonding yarn and a
silver coated copper yarn. After the electric 
current is applied the ridges transform in
supporting structure for the material. When
the conductive yarn gets hot, the ridges 
shrink and harden due to the combined 
effects of shrinking and bonding.  

Figure 5: Part of the binding showing the distribution of the yarns. The yellow thread represents the 
conductive yarn, the blue thread represents the Pemotex and the red thread the Grilon K-85. 

Figure 6: The structure before and after heating. 
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interesting samples were those that were knitted so that the conductive yarns were in rows and 
not knitted in bigger areas. Those textiles were more likely to react to heat at all.  
The materials for the three material prototypes developed after the first experiment, were 
chosen for their ability to sense and react on heat. They were connected to the same power 
supply used in the first experiment, and around 1,7 Voltage and 2-3 Amperes are supplied for 
ten seconds to create an aesthetical and visible shape changing reaction.  

2.3 Sensing

The conductive yarn used for the three material prototypes are not only providing heat to the 
textiles, it also enables the textiles with touch sensing properties. Since some of the 
conductive yarn rows are supplied with a small amount of power, when touching two of the 
rows with a finger, a small amount of current is running through the skin so that an electrical 
circuit is closed. A microcontroller that is connected to the textile is able to sense these 
incoming signals and to react by turning the power supply on. Depending on the 
microcontroller programme, the textiles are able to react directly to touch or react after a 
delay.  
By using the conductive yarn to sense touch and for generating heat, the textiles function both 
as tactile input (touch sensing) and tactile output (heat generating and reacting by breaking, 
harden or shrinking).  

2.4 Result

The exploration resulted in three different material prototypes where the aesthetic expression 
is closely related to the textiles’ properties of changing shape and their ability to sense touch. 
The experiments and development of the material prototypes show that the shape-changing 
properties in the textiles depend on how much power that is supplied, the knitting technique 
and the type of connection to the power source etc. Due to those variables, the material is able 
to react in a subtle or a clear way. The interactive properties and expressiveness of the 
material is also depending on the programming of the microcontroller that turn the power on 
and off in the textiles. 

3. INTERACTIVE TACTILITY IN TEXTILES - possible scenarios for architecture

The integration of basic concepts such as adapting and flexibility as variables in architecture 
changed the conventional way of designing buildings. By challenging the limits of the 
existing rigid spatial design, a new type of architecture has been proposed; one that “adapts, 
rather then stagnates; transforms rather then restricts; its motive rather then static; interacts 
with the user, rather than inhibits.” (Kronenburg 2007). The new spatial context exceeds the 
limits of conventional architectural design by having as major aim to create emotional 
connection to the user besides just physical enclosure. In this case the flexibility of the 
structure is followed by the emotional of role of the material as a way to connect the user 
more physically and emotionally to the inhabited space (Schittich 2006). Computer 
technology offers new possibilities for the traditional materials in architecture to express their 
aesthetic and haptic properties of the surface in order to appeal to the user emotions. 
By using tactility as an initiator, the present project links different field of design such as 
textile design, interaction design and architecture in order to generate new material ideas 
using textiles as support, instead of the architectural conventional materials. The experiments 
done during this project used computerised machines to create different interactive knitted 
surfaces. By means of creating different structural knitted patterns, the aim of our project was 
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not to offer a concrete product result but to generate new thoughts on how interactive textiles 
surfaces controlled by hand or body movement could contribute to the sensorial relation 
between the user and the built space. The research done shows the possibilities of a traditional 
textile technique such as knitting linked to the production of wearable garments, which placed 
in an interdisciplinary context, is explored in such a way as to generate new ideas for another 
field of design in this case architecture.  
We believe that our present research in transformable textiles relates to the research in 
architecture design towards building new flexible spaces that will challenge the user’s 
sensorial experiences. Exploring soft, transformable textile surfaces compared to the hardness 
of the material palette already present in architecture design will offer an unrestricted 
sensorial exchange between the inhabitant and the space. The natural relation of textiles and 
the human body makes it natural for a user to experience emotional values hidden in the 
textile structure, and will not inhibit the user to physically discover their surface. Tactile, 
responsive textile finishes will encourage the physical participation of the user to discover the 
space. The tactile interaction with the surfaces will not limit the space just to the visual 
perception; it will extend its emotional potential by giving space a tangible dimension. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The pieces that we have designed in the Touching Loops project are a first step in exploring 
the area in-between interaction design, textiles and architecture. The objective was not a 
finished product but different prototype ideas that demonstrate the high emotional potential of 
the textiles in the built space. We found it interesting to be able to adapt a form of a material 
after it has been produced. With shrinking, stiffening or breaking properties, we can design 
aesthetical expressions and adapt the form to the purpose of applying heat directly in the 
textile.
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ABSTRACT  

In an approach to investigate new enhanced forms of expressional interaction through textiles, 
this paper describes Textile Dimensions, an expressive set of textiles able to sense and react 
through visual and tactile interactive properties. Designed to exemplify how clothes and 
textiles become interfaces themselves, Textile Dimensions include three costumes and a wall-
hanging as medium for interaction. The set of textiles explore the expressiveness of 
interactive textiles through body movements and visual changes in the context of a 
performance.  

Key Words: Smart textiles, Interaction design, Textile interfaces 

Figure 1. The set of textiles 

1. INTRODUCTION

Computation and interactional features are entering the world of textiles, challenging our 
view on the textile material. As new techniques and electrically conductive fibres enable the 
design of textile circuits and computationally active textiles [1], the areas of smart textile 
design and interaction design start to merge. Wearable computing [2], the notion of attaching 
computational tools directly onto the body, might have been the first approach to bring 
computer technology closer to the area of clothing. Textile computing enables the integration 
of sensing and activating properties directly into textile materials as textile electrical circuits.  
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As the sensory mode integrating our experience of the world with that of our selves [3], the 
sense of touch is an essential feature in both interaction and textile design. Interfaces most 
often require body movements; just for pressing a button but also in more complex ways 
requiring your whole body to interact. Omnipresent and familiar, the textile material 
encourages touch and as products, textiles surround our bodies as clothes, bed linen and 
furniture. Visual observations are often confirmed by our touch merging into a coherent 
experience [3] and the tactile sensation is just like the visual appearance a part of the textile 
expression. Examples of textile interactive interfaces show how communication and 
information can be perceived in more emotional ways through active textile structures [cf. 
4,5], and as sensors, textiles are able to sense human touch and movements.   
Exploring the possibilities of using body movements to generate a visible change through 
textiles, Textile Dimensions consists of three costumes and a wall-hanging. In the context of 
an artistic performance, the set of textiles shows possibilities of new materials in fashion and 
textile design acting beyond traditional boundaries in expressive ways.  

2. CONCEPT 

Three dancers, each wearing an interactive costume, are performing in front of the wall-
hanging. When a dancer makes a specific movement, she holds on to it and the wall-hanging 
is partly changing colour, a pattern is seen. The pattern that appears, corresponds to a 
printed pattern on the dancer’s garment. In this way the background adapts to the costume, 
and from a certain angle the dancer’s costume appears to melt into the background.

Figure 2. Three dancers performing. 

The idea was to design an interactive collection of textiles for an artistic performance, where 
the dancers’ body movements are able to affect the visual expression in a room through a 
reversible pattern-change. Resulting in three interactive costumes able to make the 
background partially change colours, the dancers’ movements “transfer” a printed pattern on 
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the costume onto the wall-hanging. All costumes have a different pattern printed somewhere 
on the garments, that pattern is static, it doesn’t change [cf. 6,7]. For each costume, a different 
movement has to be made to change the wall-hanging pattern. Pattern-changes are visible as 
long as the wearers are holding on to a certain movement, then they slowly fade away.  

3. DESIGN

The costume fabric is knitted with cotton yarns and a flexible conductive multifilament silver-
coated copper yarn. Stripes of conductive yarn function as sensors and cotton yarns are 
insulating segments in between (see Figure 3). Conductive yarn is frequently repeating 
through the whole fabric as stripes, enabling the whole garment with sensing properties.

Able to sense small differences in the electricity flow, a microcontroller connected to the 
costumes detects when two certain stripes of conductive yarn in the garment are touching (see 
Figure 4).

               Figure 3. Costume fabric                                Figure 4. Costume electronics  

Via a radio transceiver, the signals are wirelessly communicated to the wall-hanging that 
responds to the dancers’ body movements. Each costume has a different identification so that 
the system is able to recognize three different incoming signals. The placements of the stripes 
chosen as sensors are different for all three costumes since the dancers were free to activate 
the sensors in a way that suited them in the performance. The sensors in the garment are fixed 
and connected to the electronics by embroidery, and are therefore easily replaced. The 
costumes are in different designs (see Figure 2).

• The first costume is a dress where the dancer has to touch her lower leg with her upper arm 
to affect a pattern change. The static print is on an apron.

• The second costume is a dress in which the dancer has to hold on to the dress fabric and 
touch her shoulder to activate the system. The static printing is on a circular screen that the 
wearer holds.  

• The third costume is a wide skirt where the wearer has to hold on to two places on the skirt, 
and bring them together to activate the sensor. The static printing is on a collar.  
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Acting as a background for the costumes (see Figure 1 and 2) the wall-hanging is 4 meters 
wide and 1,5 meters wide. It is weaved in cotton, wool and heat generating steel yarn 
frequently repeated in the weave (see Figure 5) and printed with heat sensitive pigments. 
Equipped with a microcontroller and a radio transceiver, specific parts of the wall-hanging 
weave become hot as a power supply connected to the heat generating stainless steel yarn is 
turned on when incoming signals are detected.  

         

Figure 5. Detail of the Wall-hanging

There are three places on the wall-hanging’s backside where the heat generating steel yarns 
are embroidered into parallel connections. These areas are connected to a power supply that 
turns the power on and off in the yarns so that changes in colour appears in the weave.

4. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 

As design examples of expressive textile interfaces where the user’s physical participation 
enables a visual change, the textiles explore possibilities of extended properties by interaction. 
During the design process, some specific questions of issue considered the textile design, such 
as how to generate heat in specific parts and shapes in a textile, the potential of yarns with 
different conductivity and how to connect and integrate electronics and wires in these kinds of 
textiles. Other questions of issue consider the interaction form. The specific interaction 
designed in the set of textiles makes the wall-hanging change colour slowly but directly as the 
dancer activates the costume sensor by a movement. As long as the dancer holds on to the 
movement, the colour on the wall-hanging is gradually turning stronger. When the dancer let 
the movement go, the colour is slowly turning back to its original appearance as the heat 
generating conductive yarns in the weave turn cold. It is up to the costume wearer to decide 
how to interact; the colour-change is to be expressed in a subtle or an obvious way. The 
interaction form is decided when programming the microcontroller and could be made in 
other ways. With just some changes in the program, another interaction forms could be 
designed. The set of textiles show one way to interact.

The costume wearers have the possibility to change the background in just one way. In this 
case the relation between the static print and the background changing was prioritized, but 
since the conductive silver coated copper yarn is repeated in the fabric pattern, the whole 
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costume is able to be one big sensor, or several. Other possibilities to interact could be to 
sense different kinds of movements or to recognize if the dancers are holding each others 
arms or standing back to back etc.  

5. CONCLUSION 

By enabling textiles with both sensing and reacting properties, Textile Dimensions show 
possibilities for novel expressions in fashion and textile design and serve as design examples 
of textiles able to generate visual changes through physical movements where both input and 
output are enabled in the textile material. They also exemplify how garments and surrounding 
textile space extend the human perception through physical and visual interaction. The knitted 
and weaved circuits enables the integration of sensing and heating properties directly in the 
textile, extending functional and aesthetical use of the textile material by interaction.  
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Appendix	i
Contribution	in	the	common	projects	

A	non-chemical	ausbrenner	design	technique

The experiment was made together with Linda Worbin. My work 
 includes the knitting of textile samples (together with knitting technician 
Tommy Martinsson). Concept and constructions of burned-out patterns 
were made together with Linda Worbin. 

The	Burning	Tablecloth

The experiment was made together with Hanna Landin and Linda 
Worbin. My work includes the knitting constructions (together with 
knitting technician Folke Sandvik) and electronics for controlling output 
signals. Concept and constructions of design example were made togeth-
er with Hanna Landin and Linda Worbin. 

Touching	Loops

The experiment was made together with Delia Dumitrescu. My work 
includes construction of electronics (sensing, heat generating properties 
and programming). Concept and constructions of design examples were 
made together with Delia Dumitrescu. 

Costumes	and	Wallhanging

The experiment was made together with Amy Bondesson and Linda 
Worbin. My work includes making of electronics, programming. Knit-
ting construction of the costume fabric was made together with Amy 
 Bondesson. Concept and design examples were made together with Amy 
Bondesson and Linda Worbin. 
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Appendix	ii
A	non-chemical	ausbrenner	design	technique

Textile	Construction

For the samples, a high resistance heating wire, Kanthal, was knitted 
together with different conventional textile materials (such as cotton, 
wool etc.). The samples were knitted on a single jersey circular knitting 
 machine using the same knitting structure for all pieces. White yarns 
were used in all samples (bleached and unbleached), except for the Kev-
lar sample, since Kevlar is yellow in itself. The heating wire was knitted 
in combination with different combinations of cotton, wool, viscose, 
 polyester and Kevlar. Kanthal is a metal alloy, and due to high resistance 
the heating wire gets warm when sufficient voltage is applied. A cop-
per wire was embroidered in the textile samples to parallel connect the 
 heating wire. 

Set	up

The same procedure was used for all textiles. The samples were fastened 
on 20 x 20 cm wooden frames, so that small scale experiments could be 
carried out. When burning the samples, the frames were placed in a fume 
cupboard and a power source able to provide 30 V and 2,5 A was applied 
to the copper yarns, leading electricity to the heating wires. 12-15 V was 
applied to the textile samples for 2-4 minutes on each textile. Twelve 
 different samples with different combinations of materials were knitted 
and burned:
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1: Cotton – Wool – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. a light shade of brown appears in the textile. The pat-
tern gets darker as the voltage increases to 15 V. After 2 min. the pattern 
is really dark brown and smoke appears that smells of burned bread. 

                                                               

2: Wool – Wool – Kanthal
Smoke appears almost immediately. At 12 V and 30 sec. small colourless 
holes appear. The holes grow bigger at two min. and at 15 V and just over 
3 min. a stronger smoke is seen. At 3 min. and 30 sec. the textile splits as 
the holes become cuts. The cuts have a dark colour. 
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3: Wool – Viscose – Kanthal
Smoke appears immediately. At 12 V and 30 sec. some small holes appear 
and a very dark pattern is seen. The holes grow bigger and a strong 
smoke is seen at 2 min. and 15 V. 

4: Cotton – Viscose – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. a weak light brown pattern and smoke that smells of 
wet dog is seen! At 2 min. some holes have appeared and the pattern is 
still weak. At 15 V and 3 min. and 30 sec. the textile smokes more and a 
darker pattern appears.  
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5: Viscose – Viscose – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. some holes and a weak pattern is seen. At 2 min. and 
15 V a darker pattern appears and a strong smoke that smells like burned 
paper develops. After a few seconds the textile around the heating wire 
starts to glow and is burned. The glowing stops after a little while.

6: Viscose – Polyester – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. a pattern is seen and holes appear. At 2 min. and 15 
V smoke and a dark pattern have slowly appeared. 
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7: Polyester – Bomull – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. small holes and a weak brown pattern is seen. At 15 
V and 2 min. the holes have grown bigger.

8: Polyester – Wool – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. the heating wire has melted through the textile. Quite 
big holes can be seen and irregular brown dots have appeared. At 2 min. 
and 15 V smoke can be seen and the holes have become long cuts. Some 
glowing in the material can be seen. Since most of the Kanthal has melt-
ed through the material, nothing more happens.  
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9: Polyester – Polyester – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. the Kanthal has melted through the textile. Small 
holes appear. At 15 V and 2 min. more holes have appeared and the tex-
tile is melting around the Kanthal. The soft material shows small melted 
dots in the burned edges.

10: Kevlar – Polyester – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. a dark yellow pattern around the heating wire is seen. 
The smell is slightly “chemical” and small holes can be seen. At 1 min. 
and 15 V the textile melts and the pattern is darker yellow.
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11: Kevlar – Cotton – Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. the textile smokes and a light brown pattern is seen. 
At 18 V the pattern becomes darker. 

12: Cotton-Cotton- Kanthal
At 12 V and 30 sec. the white cotton changes colour to light brown.
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Appendix	iii
The	Burning	Tablecloth

Textile	Construction

The tablecloth is knitted as a plain knit. Cotton yarn was used together 
with a heating wire and a semi-transparent monofilament. Copper yarns 
were embroidered to parallel connect the heating wires into squares. The 
heating wire and the monofilament yarn are knitted as a reported pattern 
in sections. The heating wire is used for the burn-outs and the copper 
yarn for creating parallel connections and to lead out electricity to spe-
cific sections in the tablecloth. The function of the monofilament yarn is 
to create a similar expression in the areas where the heating wire is not 
 knitted. The heating wire could not be knitted in all sections due to needed 
space for the embroidery of the copper wire, so as to not create short-
cuts between the copper and the heating wire. Until the pattern from the 
 electrical burn-outs appears, it is hard to distinguish the heating wire from 
the monofilament in the textile. When the table-cloth is activated, the pat-
terns from the electrical burn-outs reveal the sections where the heating 
wire is knitted. 

Electronics	and	Computations

The tablecloth is connected to a microcontroller that mutes connected 
mobiles and checks whether there are any incoming calls and messages. If 
the answer is positive, the micro-controller turns the power on in different 
circuits (the heating wires) in the tablecloth. The amount of time the 
power will be on, and what number of circuits will be affected, depends 
on whether the incoming signal is a phone call or a text message. It also 
 depends on whether the caller or sender is known. If for example the call-
er’s or sender’s phone number is linked to a name in the phonebook, the 
burning effect is stronger than if it is not. Several messages or phone calls 
from the same person also have a stronger burning effect, whereas several 
messages or calls from different persons affect a bigger area in the table-
cloth. 

The chip is programmed so that you do not know where the phone activity 
might be displayed in the tablecloth. The tablecloth is knitted in such way 
that you will not be able to identify possible areas of activity (burn-outs). 
We have also included some semi-randomness in the program. Therefore 
it is impossible, even for us as designers, to foresee when and where the 
pattern change will take place. The chance that there will be two table 
cloths that end up looking the same is very small. 
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Wiring diagram shows the connections for controlling output signals.
Shift registers are used for controlling multiple outputs. The microcontroller 
used is only capable of handling very small currents. Therefore the outputs 
from the shift registers lead to transistors connected to an extern power 
source supplying around 15 V and 2 Amperes for each burn-out. 

Wiring Diagram, tablecloth output signals
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Appendix	iv
Touching	Loops

Textile	Construction

The developing process consisted of programming the patterns for the in-
dustrial machine Stoll CMS 330 TC in such a way that the conductive silver 
yarns also play an important part in the material’s aesthetics besides their 
function to emit heat. The transformable yarns were subtly integrated into 
the bindings to react to heat when the material was touched. The result of 
the process consists in three knitted pieces that are able to transform in 
different ways due to the different properties of the integrated yarns and 
to the emitted heat as reaction to the passage of the current trough the 
 conductive yarns. The silver coated copper yarn used is a conductive yarn 
that should not change the elastic quality of the material while being a 
highly conductive that doesn’t require a high intensive electrical current. 

The first piece combines a silver coated copper yarn and Pemotex yarn in a 
structural pattern. The ridge pattern knitted in both beds is interrupted in 
the repeat by the plain knit in order to have different tactile properties. In 
this way the conductive yarn passes from the front bed in plain knit in the 
second bed in ridge structure causing different grades of shrinkage and a 
more dramatic effect on the ridge pattern. 

Knitting construction of the first piece

In the second sample a three colour Jacquard pattern combines shrinking 
polyester monofilament 14%, a Grilon VLT fusible yarn and a silver coated 
copper yarn. This piece reacts to heat by breaking and shrinking. The 
 binding was programmed so that the lines of three colour Jacquard Net 
1X3 are split by rows of plain knit with monofilament. The decision was 
made in order to control the position of the rows of conductive yarns on 
the wrong side of the material and to minimise the waste of the conductive 
yarn. When current is applied, the loops of conductive yarn on the right 
side of the material become hot which causes the bonding yarn to melt on 
the segment where they meet. 
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Knitting construction of the second piece

The third piece is constructed using a combined pattern containing partial 
knitting and ridge structures. Three yarn feeders are used. The yarns used 
are a shrinking Pemotex, a Grilon K-85 bonding yarn and a silver coated 
copper yarn. After the electrical current is applied the ridges transform in 
supporting structure for the material. When the conductive yarn gets hot, 
the ridges shrink and harden due to the combined effects of shrinking and 
bonding. 
 

Knitting construction of the third piece

Electronics	and	Computations

In the first experiment, several small textile samples were tested for shape 
changing properties due to heat. A power supply able to provide 30 Volts 
and 5 Ampere was used and different ways of connecting the power source 
to the textiles were tested. The power supply was connected by crocodile 
clips directly into the conductive yarns in the textile. When turning the 
power on, the conductive yarns become hot and affect the shape-changing 
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material in the textile structure. The textile samples respond to heat in 
 different ways by shrinking, breaking or hardening. Depending on how 
many stripes of conductive yarns that are connected to a textile, the length 
of the connected row, the type of connection (serial or parallel), the power 
that is supplied and for how long, the textiles respond in subtle or clear 
ways. The most interesting samples were those that were knitted so that 
the conductive yarns were in rows and not knitted in bigger areas. Those 
textiles were more likely to react to heat at all. 
The materials for the three material prototypes developed after the first 
experiment, were chosen for their ability to sense and react to heat. They 
were connected to the same power supply used in the first experiment, and 
around 1,7 Voltage and 2-3 Amperes are supplied for ten seconds to create 
an aesthetical and visible shape changing reaction. 

The conductive yarn used for the three material prototypes are not only 
providing heat to the textiles, it also enables the textiles with touch sensing 
properties. Since some of the conductive yarn rows are supplied with a 
small amount of power, when touching two of the rows with a finger, a 
small amount of current is running through the skin so that an electrical 
circuit is closed. A microcontroller that is connected to the textile is able 
to sense these incoming signals and to react by turning the power supply 
on. Depending on the microcontroller programme, the textiles are able to 
react directly to touch or react after a delay. 

By using the conductive yarn to sense touch and for generating heat, the 
textiles function both as tactile input (touch sensing) and tactile output 
(heat generating and reacting by breaking, harden or shrinking). 

Illustration showing a wiring diagram for the sensing properties. To pro-
vide the textiles with heat, the system is also connected to an external 
power supply, since the microcontroller itself not is able to provide the 
current needed. 
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Appendix	v
Textile	Dimensions

Textile	Construction

The costumes are all in different designs. The first costume is a dress where 
the wearer has to touch her lower leg with her upper arm to activate a 
 textile sensor in the costume so that a signal is sent to the wall-hanging. 
The static printing is on an apron. 
The second costume is also a dress. In this dress the wearer has to hold on 
to the dress fabric and touch her shoulder to activate the sensor so that a 
signal is sent to the wall-hanging. The static printing is on a circular screen 
that the wearer holds. 
The third costume is a wide skirt where the wearer has to hold on to two 
places on the skirt, and bring them together to activate the sensor. The 
static printing is on a collar. 

The costume fabric was knitted with cotton yarns and an electrically con-
ductive yarn. The stripes of conductive yarns function as sensors and the 
stripes of cotton yarns are insulating segments in between. The fabric has 
been washed so that it has shrunk a bit for an irregular and vivid surface. 
The stripes of conductive yarn in the costumes are frequently repeating 
through the whole fabric, and all conductive stripes in the garment are 
potential sensors. The placements of the stripes chosen as sensors are 
 different for all three costumes since the dancers were able to activate the 
sensors in a way that suited them in the 
performance. The sensors in the garment are fixed and connected to the 
electronics by embroidery, and are therefore easily replaced. 

The wall-hanging is 4 meters wide and 1,5 meters wide and acts as a back-
ground for the costumes. It is weaved in cotton, wool and heat generating 
steel yarn. The wall-hanging is printed with heat sensitive pigments that 
appear to change colour when heated. The heat generating steel yarn is 
frequently repeated in the weave and when they are connected to power, 
the yarns get warm. When the heat sensitive print reacts to heat the wall-
hanging is able to change colour. 

Electronics	and	Computations

Each costume has a microcontroller and a radio transceiver connected 
to it. The microcontroller is able to sense when two certain stripes of 
 conductive yarn in the garment are touching. Those stripes are connected to 
the microcontroller through an embroidered conductive thread. Together 
with a radio transceiver, the microcontroller is placed on the wearer’s 
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body. Each costume has a different identification so that the system is 
able to recognize different incoming signals. When the costume wearer is 
 activating the sensor by making a certain movement, the radio transceiver 
sends a signal to the wall-hanging that picks up the signals. 

There are three places on the wall-hanging’s backside where the heat 
generating steel yarns are embroidered into parallel connections. These 
 areas are connected to a power supply that turns the power on and off 
in the yarns so that changes in colour appears in the weave. The power 
 supply is controlled by a microcontroller that reads the signal from a radio 
transceiver. When incoming signals from the costumes are recognized, 
the power in the different parallel connections is turned on and the wall-
hanging changes colours through the heat sensitive print. 

Wiring diagram, wall hanging
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Wiring diagram, costumes (x 3)
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